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This study focuses on improving the quality of statistical speech synthesis based on sinusoidal
models. Vocoders play a crucial role during the parametrisation and reconstruction process,
so we first lead an experimental comparison of a broad range of the leading vocoder types.
Although our study shows that for analysis / synthesis, sinusoidal models with complex am-
plitudes can generate high quality of speech compared with source-filter ones, component
sinusoids are correlated with each other, and the number of parameters is also high and varies
in each frame, which constrains its application for statistical speech synthesis.
Therefore, we first propose a perceptually based dynamic sinusoidal model (PDM) to de-
crease and fix the number of components typically used in the standard sinusoidal model.
Then, in order to apply the proposed vocoder with an HMM-based speech synthesis system
(HTS), two strategies for modelling sinusoidal parameters have been compared. In the first
method (DIR parameterisation), features extracted from the fixed- and low-dimensional PDM
are statistically modelled directly. In the second method (INT parameterisation), we convert
both static amplitude and dynamic slope from all the harmonics of a signal, which we term
the Harmonic Dynamic Model (HDM), to intermediate parameters (regularised cepstral coef-
ficients (RDC)) for modelling. Our results show that HDM with intermediate parameters can
generate comparable quality to STRAIGHT.
As correlations between features in the dynamic model cannot be modelled satisfactorily
by a typical HMM-based system with diagonal covariance, we have applied and tested a deep
neural network (DNN) for modelling features from these two methods. To fully exploit DNN
capabilities, we investigate ways to combine INT and DIR at the level of both DNN mod-
elling and waveform generation. For DNN training, we propose to use multi-task learning to
model cepstra (from INT) and log amplitudes (from DIR) as primary and secondary tasks. We
conclude from our results that sinusoidal models are indeed highly suited for statistical para-
metric synthesis. The proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art STRAIGHT-based
equivalent when used in conjunction with DNNs.
To further improve the voice quality, phase features generated from the proposed vocoder
also need to be parameterised and integrated into statistical modelling. Here, an alternative
statistical model referred to as the complex-valued neural network (CVNN), which treats com-
x
plex coefficients as a whole, is proposed to model complex amplitude explicitly. A complex-
valued back-propagation algorithm using a logarithmic minimisation criterion which includes
both amplitude and phase errors is used as a learning rule. Three parameterisation methods
are studied for mapping text to acoustic features: RDC / real-valued log amplitude, complex-
valued amplitude with minimum phase and complex-valued amplitude with mixed phase. Our
results show the potential of using CVNNs for modelling both real and complex-valued acous-
tic features. Overall, this thesis has established competitive alternative vocoders for speech
parametrisation and reconstruction. The utilisation of proposed vocoders on various acoustic
models (HMM / DNN / CVNN) clearly demonstrates that it is compelling to apply them for
the parametric statistical speech synthesis.
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“All we need to do is keep talking.”
Stephen Hawking (1942-)
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Limitations of existing systems
Nowadays, automatic text-to-speech (TTS) has been widely applied in our daily life to produce
“human-like” speech. It is a computer-generated simulation of human speech. It is used
to translate written text into aural sound, which can be deemed as a counterpart of voice
recognition.
The concept of high quality TTS synthesis appeared in the mid-eighties and it has become
a must for the speech products family expansion [48]. There are many applications for high
quality TTS systems. It has been used for communicating, transferring books to audio for
mobile applications and helping people with voice impairments. It is also used to assist blind
users to read aloud of contents on a display screen automatically. Besides the aiding of hand-
icapped persons, high quality TTS synthesis can be coupled with a computer aided learning
system, and provide a helpful tool to learn a new language. Every synthesiser can be viewed
as a particular imitation of human reading capability. Given the speed and fluidity of human
conversation [49], the challenge or research goal of speech synthesis is to create a system
which as closely as possible resembles natural speech. Recent progress in speech synthesis
has enabled synthesisers with high intelligibility by reproducing the required phonetic infor-
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mation, but the sound quality and naturalness still remain a major problem. Therefore, the
goal of our project is to improve the quality of synthesis systems.
There are many methods for speech synthesis, which will be fully discussed in Section
2.3. Concatenative synthesis and statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) are two
main streams. The prominence of the latter has grown rapidly in recent years, driven by its
recognised advantages in terms of convenient statistical modelling and controllability [216].
However, more than just convenient and adaptable speech synthesis alone, the quality of pro-
duced speech should not be blurred and we desire the produced speech to be as close to natural
speech as possible. In Blizzard Challenge [102, 216, 217], although listening tests showed that
samples generated from SPSS are preferred, it appeared that the naturalness of the synthesised
speech from SPSS is not as good as that of the best samples from concatenative speech syn-
thesisers [209]. The generated samples still sound robotic and less natural. As a result, the aim
for this project is, based on the third-generation statistical speech synthesis system, to address
improving its level of quality.
1.1.2 Limiting the scope
Text to speech can be viewed as a process to map a sequence of discrete text symbols to a
continuous acoustic signal. The TTS procedure consists of two main phases: text analysis
where the input is transcribed into a phonetic representation and the waveform generation,
where speech is reproduced from the phonetic information [93]. They are also often called as
“front end” and “back end” respectively. The written text is sometimes ambiguous: the same
written information often means more than one thing and can also be read differently. Correct
prosody and pronunciation analysis in text preprocessing is one major problem that affects
people’s understanding of a TTS voice [99].
Commonly, the most used criteria for high-quality speech are intelligibility, naturalness
and pleasantness [189]. Since these factors are dependent on each other, from the human
perception perspective, it is naturally advisable to examine the quality of synthesised speech
from several angles, e.g. intelligibility, expressibility and speaker identity. Therefore, the
ideal high quality should also carry some features that describe the prosody of the speaker and
make the speech lively. There are a wide range of methods targeting these two issues for TTS
[71]. However, when we judge the quality of synthesised speech, consideration of linguistic
and prosodic analysis makes measuring the proposed method unclear. It can be problematic
to compare test results. Therefore, in our project, we ignore the influence of potential text
analysis errors in “the front end” on human understanding. The prosody patterns are also
explicitly not included within this thesis when we judge the naturalness and quality of the
generated speech.
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1.1.3 Approach to improve
In SPSS, an acoustic model is used to represent the relationship between linguistic and acous-
tic features and a speech waveform is finally reconstructed from a vocoder using those fea-
tures. The quality issue comes down to the fact that, the reconstruction process from a given
parametric representation generated from a statistical model is still not ideal [218]. The area
to improve the quality and naturalness in speech synthesis is very wide. In [218], three main
factors that can degrade the naturalness of speech are reported: the quality of the vocoder,
the accuracy of the acoustic model, and the effect of over-smoothing. In the whole speech
synthesis area, many methods and techniques have been investigated for improving the voice
quality, targeting these three issues:
• Vocoder:
One of the main problems of SPSS is the conservation of voice quality in the analysis
/ synthesis process, which mainly relies on the vocoding technique for reconstructing
speech [4]. The basic SPSS is based on a simple Mel-cepstral vocoder, where the ex-
citation is modelled with either the periodic pulse-train or white-noise [204]. Due to
the strong harmonic structure of this signal, the generated speech often sounds “buzzy”.
Many sophisticated vocoders have been developed to refine this problem. Vocoders
based on multi-band [120, 206] or mixed excitation [90, 216] have been proposed to
destroy the strong harmonic for voiced frames. As the excitation is a very complex sig-
nal, which contains both linear and non-linear components, the natural excitation based
on the residual signal [46, 47, 109] or the glottal waveform [26, 27, 146] have been
proposed. All mentioned methods can make excitation modelling trainable.
• Acoustic model:
Another fundamental constriction of the quality is the averaging of acoustic features
during the training process. The inconsistency of parameters during the analysis and
synthesis period also increases the perceptual error especially when the training stage
is not accurate enough. There have been a number of ways to improve the accuracy of
the acoustic modelling. As the hidden Markov model (HMM) state duration probabil-
ity decreases exponentially with time, the hidden semi-Markov model with an explicit
state-duration distribution is introduced as a better duration model [212] . The proposed
trended HMMs [43], HMM with polynomial regression function [41], buried Markov
models [20] etc. enable the generation of more smoothly varying acoustic features with-
out using dynamic feature constraints compared with stationary HMMs. Appending
dynamic features [184] can also improve the piece-wise constant statistics in an HMM
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state. To solve the inconsistency between the static and dynamic features during the
training and generation process, the trajectory HMM for modelling the dependencies
has been proposed [214]. Although it improves quality of speech, computation require-
ments increase especially during the parameter estimation process. An autoregressive
HMM for speech synthesis has been further proposed [163]. It allows the state output
distribution to be dependent on the past output, so that dynamic features can also be
explicitly modelled. Combination of multiple acoustic models are investigated in [219],
where speech parameters that jointly maximize output probabilities from multiple mod-
els are generated within the product of experts framework.
• Over-smoothing:
Due to the averaging effect during statistical modelling and the use of dynamic fea-
tures, variations of the spectral and excitation trajectories become over-smoothed, which
makes the generated speech sound mulffled. There are a number of ways to compensate
for the over-smoothing. The simplest way is to use a post-filter to emphasize the spectral
structure, which is usually used in speech coding. By modulating the cepstrum [207]
or LSP parameters [102], formant peaks and values are enhanced. In [7], a closed loop
training was proposed for concatenative speech synthesis for minimizing the distortion
caused by the prosodic modification. A similar idea was employed for minimum gen-
eration error training (MGE) [196] in HMM. Such closed-loop training enables the
elimination of the mismatch between speech analysis, training and speech-parameter
generation. Another popular method is to use parameter generation considering global
variance (GV) [178]. It can be viewed as a statistical post-filtering method, as it defines
the objective function including the HMM likelihood and the dynamic range of parame-
ters at the sentence level [32]. The modulation spectrum (MS) , which is viewed as an
extension of GV, can also yield great improvements of synthesis quality [176] compared
to the conventional parameter generation considering only GV.
1.1.4 Hypothesis
In general, the speech quality has been greatly improved by these three methods, but the qual-
ity is still not adequate. For vocoders, although the multi-band based, residual model based
or glottal source based models have improved the vocoder quality of SPSS, the mainstream
technologies are still mainly based on the source-filter theory. It is not sufficiently flexible to
emphasise the frequency band, where our speech perception is more sensitive. Also the com-
plex signal processing of the excitation signal may deteriorate speech quality [26]. Accord-
ingly, our first hypothesis is that: we can develop a suitable speech production model, which
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works seamlessly with human hearing and production mechanisms. Meanwhile, it would be
effective to improve the quality of synthesised speech.
Moreover, human speech production is a complex process, and there are potential depen-
dences between extracted acoustic features [67]. However, for a typical HMM-based SPSS
system, diagonal covariance matrices are used, assuming that individual components in each
vocoder feature vector are not correlated. These requirements have put great limitations on
feature extraction pipelines. Although there are many refinements of HMM-based acoustic
models, the improvement is not huge and that quality can be thought to be the optimal quality
that current HMM-based model can achieve. There may be an alternative acoustic model that
can be used for a better representation of the hierarchical structure between linguistic input
and acoustic output. Consequently, our second hypothesis is to determine whether we can find
an alternative statistical model which can better model the features from the proposed vocoder.
1.2 Thesis overview
This section states the main contributions of this thesis, and gives a brief outline of the follow-
ing chapters.
1.2.1 Contributions of this thesis
On Vocoder:
• An experimental comparison of a broad range of leading vocoders is conducted and
studied. The relationships and similarities between vocoders are examined based on
various objective and subjective results (related paper [76]).
• We propose a fixed- and low-dimensional sinusoidal model with dynamic slope (referred
to as PDM). Under the constraint of using an equal number of parameters, PDM can still
generate high quality speech compared with state-of-the-art models of speech (related
paper [78]).
• Another two versions of PDM (PDM_dy_ac, PDM_dy) with real-valued amplitude are
proposed, as complex values in PDM cannot be modelled by the traditional HMM-based
system directly. They can generate speech quality comparable to the original version
with complex-valued features.
On parametrisation and acoustic models:
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• We propose an intermediate parametrisation method (INT) to apply PDM into an HMM-
based speech synthesiser. Meanwhile, comparison of systems using different sinusoids
during analysis and synthesis model is studied. (related paper [77]).
• We propose a new direct representation of sinusoidal parameters and successfully im-
plement it in HMM-based TTS by modelling sinusoidal features directly (DIR). It is a
promising alternative considering the fact that sinusoidal features are more physically
meaningful and no intermediate parameter is used (related paper [79]).
• We propose to integrate a sinusoidal model into a DNN-based synthesis system us-
ing either INT or DIR parametrisation method. We find the DNNs always outperform
their HMM-based equivalent, and the proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-
art STRAIGHT-based equivalent when used in conjunction with DNNs (related paper
[81]).
• We further propose a novel approach to fuse INT and DIR parametrisation based on
DNN-training. Multi-task learning on modelling level and fusion of parameters on
vocoder level are combined. Results show the proposed method gives improved per-
formance, and this applies to synthesising both with and without global variance param-
eters (related paper [80]).
• We propose a complex-valued neural network (CVNN) for directly modelling results
of the frequency analysis in the complex domain (e.g. complex amplitude). Three
parameterisation methods are studied for mapping text to acoustic features: RDC / real-
valued log amplitude, complex-valued amplitude with minimum phase and complex-
valued amplitude with mixed phase (related paper [82]).
1.2.2 Thesis outline
• Chapter 2. This chapter presents background knowledge of the mechanism of speech
production and perception followed by a literature review of speech synthesis methods
for the past several years.
• Chapter 3. To select appropriate vocoder type for synthesis system, in this chapter, we
first review a couple of representative vocoders based on either source-filter or sinu-
soidal theory. To compare their similarities and differences explicitly, we present an
experimental comparison of those vocoders by creating stimuli for a listening test us-
ing analysis synthesis. MDS and clustering based on listeners’ response are used for
analysing their relationship.
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• Chapter 4. This chapter focuses on fixing and decreasing the dimension of sinusoidal
models used in Chapter 3 while keeping the high quality of speech. To decrease and fix
the number of sinusoidal components typically used in the standard sinusoidal model,
we propose to use only one dynamic sinusoidal component per critical band. For each
band, the sinusoid with the maximum spectral amplitude is selected and associated with
the centre frequency of that critical band. Experiments comparing with the state-of-the
art models are conducted.
• Chapter 5. We mainly discuss how to use the proposed vocoders in Chapter 4 for HMM-
based parametric speech synthesis. The chapter presents two ways for using dynamic
sinusoidal models for statistical speech synthesis, enabling the sinusoid parameters to
be modelled in HMM-based synthesis: converting to an intermediate parametrisation
(INT) or using sinusoidal parameters for training directly (DIR). Experiments using
both methods are compared, but results also reveal limitations of proposed method.
• Chapter 6. To overcome the limitation of HMM-based synthesis using dynamic si-
nusoidal vocoders, we further apply the proposed vocoder with DNN-based approach
using the two parameterisation methods mentioned in Chapter 5. The overview of DNN-
based speech synthesis and its theory are also discussed in this chapter. To further im-
prove voice quality, we investigate ways to combine INT and DIR at the levels of both
DNN modelling and waveform generation. We propose to use multi-task learning to
model cepstra (from INT) and log amplitudes (from DIR) as primary and secondary
tasks. Fusion at vocoder level is also further introduced.
• Chapter 7. This chapter describes a complex-valued neural network (CVNN) for di-
rectly modelling results of the frequency analysis in the complex domain (such as the
complex amplitude). Phase and amplitude are treated as a whole feature for statistical
modelling. Three parameterisation methods are studied for mapping text to acoustic
features: RDC / real-valued log amplitude, complex-valued amplitude with minimum
phase and complex-valued amplitude with mixed phase. An overview of CVNN is also




“The art of conversation is the art of hearing as well as of being heard.”
William Hazlitt (1778-1830)
There are lots of special concepts and terminologies in speech processing. Before dis-
cussing how to develop our systems, we first introduce the knowledge of speech perception,
speech production and other related terminologies, which are used in the next several chapters.
To understand how the traditional systems work and how we further develop them, a historical
review of generating artificial speech for the past decades is discussed in the following section.
2.1 Speech production
The organs involved in the production of speech are depicted in Figure 2.1. Human speech
is produced mainly through three main components: the respiratory system, the larynx, and
the vocal tract [156]. First of all, speech is produced by regulating the air flow at the larynx
and the vocal tract. Vocal folds are brought together, blocking the flow of air from lungs
and increasing the sub-glottal pressure [18]. When the pressure becomes greater than the
resistance that the vocal folds can offer, the air pushes the vocal fold open and goes through
the trachea [52]. When the phonation process occurs at the larynx, the air flow is modulated
by the vocal folds which have two horizontal folds of tissue in the passage of air [152]. The
gap between these folds is called the glottis. Vocal folds can be wide open such as in normal
breathing or a complete closure (e.g. in tense speech) during a fundamental period. The main
excitation for “voiced sounds” is produced due to the existence of quasi-periodic fluctuations
of the vocal folds [99] and, thus, the vibration of the vocal folds is reduced, producing the
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Figure 2.1: Speech organs location [75]
“voiceless sounds” [152]. Finally, the glottis can be closed and no air can pass [152], blocking
the flow of air, and then opened suddenly to produce a glottal stop.
Syllables used to form a word can be divided into phonemes, which can be deemed as a
single “unit” in speech sounds that a person can make. There are 44 phonemes in standard
British English, and the two major phoneme categories are vowels and consonants. There
are approximately 12 to 21 different vowel sounds used in the English language and they are
always voiced [160]. The source of voiced speech sounds is the vibration of the vocal folds,
generating a quasi-periodic excitation signal rich in harmonics for voiced speech [146].
The vibration rate at the vocal cords is mainly determined by their mass and tension
through air pressure and velocity [160]. Consonants are produced by the constriction of the
vocal tract where their energy is mainly located at high frequencies. They are more indepen-
dent of language than vowels. They can be classified according to their manner of articulation
as plosive, fricative, nasal, liquid and semi-vowel [160]. For unvoiced consonants, the folds
may be completely or partially open. For normal speech, the vibrating rate of the vocal folds
(referred to as fundamental frequency, or pitch) varies over an approximate range of one oc-
tave [18]. Typical speech centre frequencies are 110 Hz for men, 220 Hz for women, and 300
Hz for children and the vocal cords open and close completely during one cycle [160]. If folds
are not completely closed when the air flow goes through, a breathy sound is produced.
After the air has gone through the larynx and the pharynx, it goes into the nasal or the oral
cavity. Pharynx connects the larynx to oral and nasal cavities, which are collectively called the
vocal tract [152]. The length of the vocal tract can be varied slightly by lowering or raising the
larynx and by shaping the lips [124]. It shapes the spectrum of the modulated air flow by cre-
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ating resonances and anti-resonances. The oral cavity is the most important component of the
vocal tract, as it acts as a time-varying filter by modifying the relative positions of the palate,
the tongue, the lips, and the teeth by the speaker to create various speech sounds [52]. In the
mouth, the oral cavity acts as a resonator, and we can distinguish different sounds by moving
articulators, tongue and roof of the mouth [152]. These gestures leave their “signatures” in
the sound that escapes from the mouth [61]. So, speech sounds are distinguished from one an-
other in terms of the place (where) and the manner (how) they are articulated [152]. Together
with excitation characteristics and different spectral features, the voice can also be perceived
distinguishably between different persons. At the lips, the volume velocity is transformed into
an acoustic pressure signal in a free field which, according to Flanagan’s lip radiation model,
can be simplified as a time-derivative (e.g. a high-pass filter) for low frequencies [52].
Although it is difficult to model the exact shape of the vocal tract, we can use the most
prominent features extracted from the signal to represent a simple model. Formants [95],
which refer to as peaks that occur in the sound spectra of the vowels, are usually selected
to help us distinguish one phoneme from another. There are mainly three formants typically
distinguished and independent of pitch [160]. Usually the first two formants are sufficient to
distinguish most vowel contrasts in most languages. The actual values of formant frequen-
cies have a close relationship to the vocal tract length (typically about 17 centimetres) of the
speaker [30].
2.2 Speech perception
More and more recent research has demonstrated the inherent link between speech production
and perception in discovering foundational questions of linguistic representational structure
to process spoken languages. Therefore, in this section, we focus on how human perceive
speech.
The acoustic speech signal itself is a very complex signal. Different pronunciations have
the same meaning but very different spectrograms [24]. Even when sounds being compared
are finally recognised by the listener as the same phoneme or are found in the same phone-
mic environment, the signal still presents extreme inter-speaker and intra-speaker variability
[113]. Therefore, there is no simple correspondence between the acoustic signal and individual
phonemes. Despite the rapid change of pitch, accent, speed in speaking, and pronunciation,
there are some ‘invariances’ in speech perception and these perceptual constancies are across
highly diverse contexts, speech styles and speakers [30]. During the rapid continuous speech,
changing from one sound to another is performed in such an efficient manner so that trajecto-
ries of articulators can perform smoothly. Thus, articulators might not be in the final position
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of each phoneme, but somewhere between adjacent phonemes. Coarticulation is important
for producing smooth and connected speech. It helps in auditory stream integration and con-
tinuity and results in the overlap between articulation of neighboring phonemes [94]. It also
makes a wide range of acoustic cues in the perception of a limited number of sound categories.
Therefore, despite continuous variations, we only hear one phoneme or the other.
After the perceptual comprehension of coarticulation in an auditory framework, we can at-
tempt to understand how auditory processing influences the perception of speech, then we can
also make use of the auditory knowledge to design a speech synthesis system. The human ear
consists of several parts, the ear canal, the middle ear, and the inner ear [153]. When the sound
enters our outer ear, it produces a broad peak at around 2500 Hz and spreads relatively from
2000-7000 Hz [112]. This amplifies the sound pressure of mid frequencies. The pressure gain
transfer function in our middle ear is also not uniform. There is a large boost in sound ampli-
tude at 1000 Hz due to the structure of the the middle ear, which also acts as a low-pass filter
above 1000 Hz [126]. The peak level is around most of the frequency range where speech cues
are located and then gradually drops off below peak level. Therefore, although human hearing
ranges from around 20 Hz to 20 000 Hz, hearing is most sensitive at those frequencies rele-
vant to speech communication (200–5600Hz) [85]. Therefore, for speech synthesis, sampling
frequencies of 16kHz, 44.1kHz or 48kHz are usually utilised for achieving both processing
simplicity and good quality [146]. The amount of energy in a pure tone that can be detected
by a listener also varies across the audio spectrum [129]. The absolute threshold (dB Sound
Pressure Level) reaches its lowest level at 3000-5000 Hz range, which aids the perception of
sounds at these frequencies [33].
Finally when the sound is transferred to electrical signals in the cochlea in the inner ear,
it acts as a mechanical spectrum analyser [89]. A frequency-to-place transformation takes
place in the cochlea, along the basilar membrane, the neural receptors at each cochlea region
responds to different frequency bands, which can be viewed as overlapping bandpass filters
[129]. Our ear can detect differences in the frequencies of sounds which are presented suc-
cessively, referred to as “frequency discrimination” [33]. The studies have shown that the
frequency difference thresholds is constant at about 3Hz from 125-2000 Hz [165], and it rises
to about 12 Hz by 5000 Hz, 30 Hz by 10000 Hz, and 187 Hz by 15000 Hz [33], which indicates
that our auditory system is more sensitive to lower frequencies than to higher frequencies.
To explain the previous result, Fletcher suggested the concept of critical band and that the
auditory system behaves like a bank of overlapping auditory bandpass filters with frequency
at the critical band centre [57]. The critical bandwidth varies from a little less than 100 Hz
at low frequency to between two and three musical semitones (12 to 19%) at high frequency
[153]. Therefore, the perceived pitch with respect to frequency is logarithmic. The warped
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Figure 2.2: Critical band filter [190]
spectrum can emphasize the psychoacoustic properties of human hearing [85].
The Bark scale is defined so that the critical bands of human hearing have a width of one
Bark. Equation (2.1) is often used to convert from Hertz to Bark scale [57].








In each critical band, the amount of masking increases with increasing the noise (masker)
energy that gets through the filter [131]. Therefore, when a range of frequencies activate the
same area on the basilar membrane, one sound may be rendered inaudible because of the
presence of another sound due to this masking phenomenon [60]. The critical band is also
referred to as the distance needed between two frequencies in order for a difference in pitch
to be perceived. Depending on the shape of the magnitude spectrum, the presence of certain
spectral energy will mask the presence of other spectral energy [131]. There are other type
of perceptual scales for human hearing system, like Mel-scale [87] and equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth (ERB) scale [86], where each of their converting functions are listed in the
equations (2.2) and (2.3) respectively:
mel( f ) = 2595log(1+ f/700) = 1127log(1+ f/700) (2.2)
erb( f ) = 6.23 f 2 +93.39 f +28.52 (2.3)
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2.3 Overview of speech synthesis methods
2.3.1 Formant synthesis
The earliest TTS systems, called formant synthesisers [95], are based on a parametric speech
production model (source-filter-model) described in the next chapter. They also can be called
rule-based synthesisers. There are up to 60 parameters related to formant and anti-formant
frequencies and bandwidths together with glottal waveforms to describe the dynamic evolu-
tion of speech [73]. Instead of modelling physical characteristics of the vocal tract, speech
is generated by adjusting acoustic features like formants, fundamental frequency and band-
widths based on rules about how speech is produced. By varying those coefficients, we can
generate sounds according to rules defined by human experts. Excitation can be represented
by a periodic source signal while the white noise is used for representing the unvoiced speech.
Then the synthesised speech can be reconstructed by passing its source signal through a filter
which represents formants of the vocal tract. Each formant frequency has an amplitude and
bandwidth, and it may sometimes be difficult to define these parameters correctly.
Sophisticated excitation which combines both periodic and noise components together has
been proposed to improve the voice quality. An advantage of this method is that it can generate
the speech close to the original sound by manually adjusting formant tracks. Meanwhile,
it also offers a high degree of parametric flexibility and allows voice characteristics to be
controlled and modelled by specialised rules [42]. But due to a large number of parameters per
frame, it is difficult and time-consuming to estimate all parameters simultaneously. Parameters
controlling the frequency response of the vocal tract filter and those controlling the source
signal, are updated at each phoneme. The parametrisation needs a lot of expert phonetic
knowledge, which restricts the quality of speech [14, 96].
2.3.2 Articulatory synthesis
Articulatory speech synthesis is another method which uses speech production and physical
theory to control speech sound. Similar to formant synthesiser, traditional articulatory speech
synthesis systems are based on the source-filter theory involving models of the human artic-
ulators and vocal cords. They are usually driven by real-time, articulatory, speech-synthesis-
by-rules, which try to model the human vocal organs as perfectly as possible [1]. They first
convert text strings into phonetic descriptions using a pronouncing dictionary, letter-to-sound
rules, rhythm and intonation models. Phonetic descriptions are then transformed to parame-
ters to drive an articulatory model of the human vocal tract producing sound for a low-level
articulatory synthesiser.
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The first articulatory model was based on vocal tract area functions from larynx to lips
for each phonetic segment [96]. In contrast to formant synthesis, it determines characteris-
tics of the vocal tract filter on a vocal tract geometry and the potential sound sources within
this geometry [52]. It mainly consists of three parts: the geometric description of the vocal
tract based on articulatory parameters; the mechanism to control the parameters during an
utterance; and the acoustic simulation model for generation [21]. As it is a physical model
constructing the position of articulators, it is almost impossible to model the intricate tongue
movements or other characteristics of the vocal system perfectly. Also, the mapping between
articulatory and acoustic features is complex (many-to-one) [194]. So the quality of speech
is still not satisfied enough for TTS application. Although in theory it should give the most
realistic and human like voice of all introduced methods, articulatory synthesis is by far the
least explored method, largely because of its complexity. Another use of articulatory move-
ment data in speech synthesis is using machine learning algorithms in conjunction with the
acoustic speech signal and / or linguistic information [151]. By modelling non-linear relation-
ships between speech signals and articulators or between text and articulators [22], we can
map the relationship between articulator movements and a given new speech waveform [180].
By using use articulator movements as part of the process to generate synthetic speech, it also
makes the synthesised voice controllable via articulation [151].
2.3.3 Concatenative synthesis
Concatenative speech synthesis is often called “cut and paste synthesis”. The simplest way
of cutting and pasting voice is to play long pre-recorded samples (e.g.: single word) from a
natural speech and join them together to produce desired utterances. But it can only be applied
in certain limited applications like some announcing and information systems which require
less vocabulary, as it is impossible to create a database for recordings of all the words [130].
Therefore, shorter pieces of signal are used for concatenative synthesis. The most common
choices are diphones [125], as they are short enough to attain sufficient flexibility and to
meet memory requirements. Diphones contain the transition from one phoneme to another,
enabling us to take into account of coarticulation. In a database with 40-50 phonemes, there are
from 1500 to 2000 corresponding diphones, and the memory is generally implementable [99].
However, although the diphone system can offer a high quality of speech with the natural pre-
recorded speech, discontinuities and contextual effects in wave concatenation methods are the
most problematic. The concatenation between segments sounds very fragmented and artificial
[31]. Moreover, the prosody in each word is sentence-based. The corresponding pitch and
duration are altered depending on their type, position and role in the sentence, which cannot
be implemented in the system.
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Afterwards, the powerful computer with mass storage and large memory becomes the main
driving force for concatenative synthesis with small and real segments. The second genera-
tion of concatenative systems, a data-driven unit selection system [19, 84], became the state
of the art during the 1990s, where appropriate sub-word units can be automatically selected
from large databases of natural speech. This method has dominated synthesis implementations
for a long time. During the synthesis stage, sentence prosody is predicted from the phonetic
transcription, and then units with arbitrary length (e.g.: number of consecutive phonemes) are
selected from the database so that the phonetic transcription can match the target [31]. By
doing this, prosody of selected units is considered to be closest as possible to the predicted
target prosody. To select the best segment, dynamic programming and beam search [64] are
needed for a large search through many possible selections of units matching the target tran-
scription. The target cost, which defines how well a candidate unit from the database matches
the required unit, is minimised to find the string of the units [34].
To avoid the distortion in the joint between segments, signal processing is applied to
smooth concatenation points. However, when required phonetic segments and prosodic con-
texts are outside the range of database, the quality is poor. So generally the larger the database,
the better the sequence that can be found to synthesise speech. However, even using the larger
database, it is impossible for the segments to cover all the speech variability and we can never
collect enough data to cover all effects, so using this method strongly constrains us to only
recreate what we have recorded. The collecting of speech samples, manually crafting and la-
belling them are very time-consuming and may yield quite large waveform databases. Also,
using natural speech units also decreases the controllability and flexibility of the unit-selection
system [34]. We can produce speech with other prosody or variation by signal processing, but
the quality of reconstructed speech would be decreased due to the modification. So a large
database containing different styles is required if we need to control speech and speaker vari-
ations.
2.3.4 Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS)
An alternative method is that, instead of storing examples, we describe speech through pa-
rameters using statistics to capture its distribution (e.g., means and variances of probability
density functions) or the “average” of a range of similar speech segments. As a result, a sta-
tistical, machine learning-method, termed as the third-generation of speech synthesis system
has become a hot topic in recent years (e.g.: the toolkit of HMM-based speech synthesis
system (HTS) [213]). The idea is that it compresses speech in a constant frame into analysis
parameters which represent the most important characteristics of the acoustic signal. Phonetic
sequences are mapped from underlying text through a pronunciation lexicon.
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Compared with the unit selection system, SPSS is fully parametric and can operate at
a much lower expense. The model parameter requires much less computation and a wider
obtainable sound-space with significantly lower memory. More importantly, the convenient
statistical modelling offers flexibility to control the original speech by modifying the model.
Techniques of adaptation for synthesis [177, 203] have been proposed to synthesise the high-
quality speech with speaker’s characteristics by only using a few minutes of the target speaker’s
speech data. Various voice characteristics, speaking styles and emotions, which are not in-
cluded in the training data, can also be synthesised by interpolation among HMM parameters
[205], eigenvoice [98] or multiple regression [58]. All these techniques allow large prosodic
variation and speaker modification of the original voice.
Typically context-dependent hidden Markov models [213] based on a decision tree are em-
ployed as the acoustic model, which represents a relationship between linguistic and acoustic
features. Hidden Markov models were first widely used in speech domain due to their suc-
cessful application for speech recognition since 1970s [13]. HMM-based speech synthesis
consists of training and synthesis parts. During the training, spectrum and excitation param-
eters are extracted from vocoders and modelled by a set of multi-stream context dependent
HMMs. The modelling parameters can be estimated based on expectation-maximization and
maximum likelihood (ML) criterion [149]. Due to the coarticulation, the acoustic feature
of a phoneme is not only determined by the current phonetic content but also surrounding
background events. Context-dependent HMMs with a combination of linguistic features are
used for training. A top-down decision tree based context clustering is applied for sharing
parameters in order to cover all context combinations and their robust estimation [220].
There have been a number of alternative models proposed in an attempt to replace the
decision tree. In [23], Random Forest is proposed for the statistical speech synthesis. For a
better modelling of the dynamics of speech, linear dynamic model (LDM) [185] is used for
producing the smooth trajectory of speech. Another popular acoustic model in recent years
is the artificial deep neural network, and it has significantly impacted the research direction
in various areas. Inspired from the success in speech recognition [68], DNN is suggested to
replace the decision tree-clustered acoustic model. The given context label is transferred to a
set of binary answers to questions about linguistic contexts and numeric values [220] while
outputs are the acoustic features extracted from vocoders. Then weights between these pairs of
input and output are trained and updated using the back-propagation algorithm. As each frame
is assumed to be independent from each other during the DNN based approach, the correlation
between frames cannot be modelled. So its extension model, recurrent neural networks
[121] with long short-term memory RNNs (LSTM-RNNs) [210] has been proposed, and
many groups show that it can greatly improve the quality of SPSS [210].
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Meanwhile, the characteristics of the speech vocoder used to generate the speech wave-
form from the vocoder parameters provided by the HMM are of paramount importance. The
statistical frameworks need the speech signal to be translated into a set of tractable features
with a good representation of waveform. Various types of source-filter vocoder [45, 109, 146]
have typically been used for HTS so far, where the excitation source is modelled by a mixture
of pulse train and white Gaussian noise. Another type of vocoder, sinusoidal vocoders, have
also been proposed in renent years [37, 164]. Nevertheless, vocoding is still a hot topic for
SPSS. The main constraint is that although the vocoder has an important impact on the overall
quality, there is no unique way to extract features from speech signal or reconstruct them back
to waveform [50].
2.3.5 Hybrid synthesis
From Section 2.3.3 and 2.3.4, we can see that although SPSS can produce more smooth and
robust speech, it often sounds muffled. For unit selection, its quality depends on the exten-
sive database and audible discontinuities often occur. Consequently, people have proposed to
combine both of these as a hybrid synthesis system.
In [103], proper candidates are selected from the corpus according to the criterion of max-
imum likelihood of the acoustic model, phone duration model and concatenation model. As
weights for combining different models cannot be trained automatically, a mimimum selec-
tion error (MUSE) is proposed in [101], where it can also improve the consistency between
the model training and the purpose of unit selection system. Another method of using hybrid
system is to use HMM-based frames for smoothing spectral discontinuities in the concatena-
tive speech synthesiser [139]. The statistical model is used only for a particular concatenation
of joints. In [12], depending on the sparsity of the unit, either a parametric synthesis or a unit
selection system is chosen to mimic the voice of George W. Bush. Another approach in this
category is to use multiform segments [140]. It determines the optimal sequence (either nat-
ural speech or HMM generated speech) by minimising the degradation. A hybrid conversion
skill is used when the required phoneme is missing [62]. The MGE algorithm mentioned in
Section 1.1.3 can also be employed for the HMM-based hybrid system for generating more
natural speech [62]. The deep neural network is used in [122] for guiding the selection of
models in a rich-context synthesiser.
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2.4 Summary
A good speech synthesis system can reconstruct natural speech given a text to be synthesised.
In a natural speech production process, a speech signal is first produced by articulatory move-
ments and then perceived by our ears. Therefore, for mimicking this process by a computer,
it is essential for us to first understand fundamental concepts of both speech production and
perception, which were introduced in Section 2.2 and 2.1. Various approaches for speech syn-
thesis systems were presented with a review of previous research and their advantages and
disadvantages. In the next chapter, we will discuss various types of vocoders developed based




“I really reject that kind of comparison that says, Oh, he is the best. This is the second best.
There is no such thing.”
Mikhail Baryshnikov (1948-)
To generate speech from SPSS with high quality, we need to first examine the analysis
/ synthesis properties of the vocoder. Based on the knowledge of speech production intro-
duced in Chapter 2, we will fully discuss two categories of production model: one based on
source filter and one based on sinusoidal models. By leading an experimental comparison of
a broad range of the leading vocoder types, we choose the one based on sinusoidal model as
the vocoder for our SPSS system.
3.1 Motivation
As talked about in Section 2.3.4, the prominence of SPSS has grown rapidly in recent years,
driven by its recognised advantages of convenient statistical modelling and flexibility. How-
ever, compared with concatenative synthesis, preserving the original quality is one of the
biggest challenges for speech synthesis. In the statistical parametric approach, acoustic fea-
tures are first extracted from speech and modelled. Then, trained models are used to gener-
ate novel parameter sequences, typically according to a maximum likelihood criterion, from
which synthetic speech can be reconstructed. Thus, the parametrisation and reconstruction
process can have a large impact on overall system performance. The vocoder plays a crucial
role during this process, as it is responsible for translating speech into trackable sets of vectors
with good properties for statistical modelling and also reconstructing speech waveforms. A
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large number of good quality vocoders have been proposed to amend this problem, which will
be fully discussed in the following section. The ultimate goal is to provide natural-sounding
synthesis waveforms. As the quality and naturalness of these vocoders has significantly im-
proved in the past decades and more and more techniques with superior quality have been
presented, a demand for a profound comparison between these vocoders emerged, which can
offer a basis to determine the type of vocoder model we research and develop further.
But comparing and evaluating the quality of vocoders for analysis / synthesis can be hard.
Although many sophisticated vocoders have been developed, usually the focus for the exper-
iment is only between the sound generated from the proposed system and HTS baseline or
STRAIGHT [90], and most of them are tested on different corpora. The comparison between
different vocoders is seldom researched. Different types of vocoder are introduced in more
detail in [4], but still few documents explain the relationship between different vocoders. So
after conducting a literature review of the vocoders, we also select a small number of promi-
nent vocoders from different methodological backgrounds for experimental comparison. No-
tice here that although we try to analyse and re-synthesise samples from the same corpus under
the same experimental condition, it is totally different from Blizzard competition for finding
“the best vocoder”. For all vocoder reviewed below, we do not distinguish the category with
measured phase or artificial phase. Therefore, some are better for modelling while others are
suitable for modifying, and some may be suitable for creaky voice.
Furthermore, the experiment is only conducted on one database on a limited number of
sentences. For some vocoders, samples are generated from the original author directly, and
the synthesised speech is much dependent on the individual’s method. So we are also under the
constraint that it is impossible to use the same parameters. This issue is not taken into account
in vocoder comparison. This attribute is not straightforward for analysing the experiment
result, as different vocoders (e.g. sinusoidal vs source filter) may use completely different
parameters. However, the aim of this chapter is to select the optimal vocoder type for SPSS
instead of choosing the best vocoder under the same condition. With the development of neural
network and deep learning, the high dimensionality of acoustic features extracted from speech
is no longer a restriction for statistical modelling. So under this condition, the following study
is still very meaningful.
• Selecting the type of vocoder for further development
• Searching for the similarity and relationship between source-filter theory and sinusoidal
models
• Which parameters may potentially greatly affect the speech quality?
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• Compromise on this corpus, which vocoder is not only suitable for modelling but also
similar to original speech?
3.2 Overview
A vocoder is usually referred as an analysis / synthesis procedure to simulate the human
production process in a mathematical way. More specifically, it is responsible for analysing
speech through slowly varying intermediate acoustic parameters from speech waveform and
driving a synthesiser to reconstruct the approximation of the original speech signal. During
the encoding (analysis) stage, a range of slowly varying acoustic features which contain suf-
ficient information about the spectral and excitation characteristics are extracted to represent
the waveform at a certain frame rate (typically every 5ms). Finally, to decode (recreate or
synthesise) back to sound, the entire vectors are used again to drive the vocoder to reconstruct
speech. Theoretically, there are two main types of vocoders: the one based on source-filter
model and the one based on sinusoidal models.
For many applications such as voice transformation, quantization, conversion, and SPSS,
speech signal needs to be amenable and modelled. Although there are several attempts to
model and synthesise waveform signals directly in recognition [155, 191] and synthesis [181],
for most synthesis systems, it is still necessary to quantise the signal into certain types of
acoustic features, which can represent the waveform in a compact and “understood” way.
3.2.1 Source-filter theory
Theoretically, it is possible to build a physical model based on rules of articulator movement
to simulate the process of speech production, but it is too complicated for modelling. From
the signal oriented point of view, the production of speech is widely described as a two-level
process: the stage where the sound is initiated and the process where it is further filtered
[53]. These two distinct phases have been shown clearly in the speech production process. It
leads to the source-filter theory [52], which assumes the speech filter is linearly time-invariant
in a short segment without a dependency on the source signal produced at the glottal level.
Although the actual process of speech production is still non-linear and recent findings show
there is a correlation between the vocal tract and the glottal source [67], Fant’s theory of
speech production is used as a framework for the description of the human voice. It gives us
reasonable approximations, and therefore, many vocoders in speech applications are based on
this theory.
For the excitation model, a quasi-periodic pulse or white noise can be utilized. Glottal
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sound sources can be periodic, aperiodic or mixed [53]. For voiced signals, besides the peri-
odic component, aperiodic sources can be generated simultaneously (such as jitter, shimmer or
wave shape change [146]) to produce a mixed voice. Each vocal tract shape has a characteristic
filter function that can be calculated from its size and shape and specifies the relative amount
of energy that is passed through the filter and out of the mouth [53]. While the unvoiced part
is modelled using white noise, for the voiced part of excitation, the voiced excitation U(z)
can be viewed as a flat impulse train E(z) convolved with glottal signal G(z) with decaying
spectrum [143]:
U(z) = E(z)G(z) (3.1)




When we produce speech sounds, one of the sources or a combination of them becomes










where numerators are complex conjugate poles for modelling resonant or formant while its
zeros are used for modelling oral and nasal sound. For nasals [4], they can also simply be
represented by an all-pole function by increasing the amount of poles [145] for modelling
anti-formants (e.g. H(z) = G/1-Âpk=1dkz
 k, where G and dk are dependent on the properties
of the vocal tract). The radiation process at lips can be viewed as a high-pass filter:
R(z) = 1 az 1 (3.4)
Therefore, the output energy of a vowel or a consonant is equal to the amplitude of the
source harmonic multiplied by the magnitude of the filter function at that frequency. Assuming
Y (z) is the speech output in frequency domain, the speech spectrum is modelled as the product
of the source spectrum U(z), vocal-tract filter H(z) and lip radiation R(z), as follows:
Y (z) =U(z)H(z)R(z) (3.5)
Usually the glottal waveform is approximated simply with a -12dB/octave filter and ra-
diation with a simple +6dB/octave filter [146]. If we combine the spectral tilt, vocal tract
and radiation effect together as function V (z) = G(z)H(z)R(z), which is the actual spectral
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Apart from viewing speech signals from the source-filter theory, another popular approach is
to model speech sound as a sum of sine-waves. The motivation is that speech features can be
viewed as remaining constant for a short period (e.g. in one frame), so the short-term spec-
trograms are used to investigate invariant acoustic cues. From Figure 3.4, we can see that the
sine-wave signal contains many different frequencies simultaneously. The slowest frequency
determines pitch, and speech energy is mostly located around its harmonics modulated from
the timbre. Therefore, the strong periodic signals can be represented by a Fourier series de-
composition in which each harmonic component corresponds to a single sine-wave over a long
duration especially for voiced speech. For a fricative or plosive, although it cannot be repre-
sented by the harmonic components, it can still be approached using a sum of sine-waves by
randomising its phase structure.
The first attempt for this representation is the phase vocoder [56], where a set of fixed
bandpass filters are used for each sine-wave. In [119], a sinusoidal model characterised with
amplitudes, frequencies and phases is proposed for representing speech waveform. It has been
widely used for speech analysis / synthesis [170], modification [170] and speech coding [3].
The first, “standard” sinusoidal model (SM) [118] used non-harmonically related sinusoids
with amplitude, phase and frequency parameters to represent speech. But it still can consider
the speech signal as the result of passing a vocal cord excitation u(n) through a time-varying
linear system h(n) which represents the vocal tract. The voiced excitation can also be rep-










h(w,n) = M(w,n)exp( jY(w,n)) (3.8)
where gk(n),wk(n) represents the kth time-varying amplitude and frequency respectively, and
fk is the fixed phase offset for source signal, while M(w,n) and Y(w,n) are the time-varying
magnitude and phase for vocal tract. By combining the amplitude and phase from both exci-












Gk(n) = gk(n)M(w,n) (3.11)
Qk(n) = wk(n)+fk +Y(w,n) = wk(n)+qk(n) (3.12)
There are a number of approaches to calculate sinusoidal parameters. Hedelin [66] pro-
posed to use Kalman filtering to estimate sinusoidal amplitude and phase. In [66], pitch is
first estimated at each harmonic and Fourier transform is applied to compute phase and am-
plitude in low bit rate speech coding. In [143], Quatieri proposed to use a frame-to-frame
peak matching algorithm based on FFT spectrum for tracking the death / birth of sinusoidal
components for parameter estimation. However, its calculation is greatly influenced by the
window size and requires a relevant long period (at least three pitch period [170]) for separat-
ing the spectral line. But this will violate the assumption that speech is only stationary for a
short period and lead to a biased estimation of parameters. Another approach is based on the
least squares (LS) method [115], where sinusoidal parameters are estimated by minimising
the error between estimated and original frames. For simplification, the estimation is split into
two processes. Firstly, sinusoidal frequency and its dimensionality are estimated and used as a
prior knowledge. And then the amplitude and phase are merged together as a complex ampli-
tude and computed by the LS method. Because this approach is computed in the time-domain,
it allows a shorter analysis window (usually two pitch period) than the peak picking algorithm
[143]. The calculation of sinusoidal parameters in this thesis is based on the latter method.











Figure 3.1: Simple pulse / noise excitation for source-filter model (pulse train for voiced frame;
white noise for unvoiced frame)
3.3 Vocoders based on source-filter model
For source-filter model, while the modelling of vocal tract features (e.g.: spectral features) is
relatively well-defined, models of residual or excitation have yet to be fully developed. As
a consequence, although excitation features from glottal source are strongly correlated with
voice quality, a simple pulse / noise excitation is used for SPSS. So many more sophisti-
cated vocoders have been proposed, which mainly focus on the excitation. Some prominent
vocoders are categories as follows.
3.3.1 Simple pulse / noise excitation
The conventional HMM-based SPSS is built based on a vocoder with excitation of this type
[204]. Here, a simple pulse / noise excitation is used for the source, where a periodic pulse is
applied for the voiced excitation while the noise signal with a distribution of zero mean and
unit variance is used for unvoiced part as shown in Figure 3.1. For speech spectrum, its high
variant components are mostly related with the pitch while the lower ones are more dependent
on the linear invariant vocal tract system. So cepstrum signal can be used to represent the
spectral contour and separate from the influence of excitation. Since human perception has
a high resolution at low frequencies, the Mel-scale can also provide a good approximation
of the human auditory system. Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) have been
widely used for speech recognition while Mel-generalised cepstra (MGC) is mainly applied
in synthesis. In [182], by choosing different logarithmic parameter g and warping scale a ,
there are several different spectral models based on the MGC. Here, the Mel-Generalised Log
Spectral Approximation (MGLSA) filter is used to filter the excitation signal to synthesise
speech, where its g ( 1  g  1) is chosen as  1/3 for this experiment. A M-order MLSA
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where a is related to the perceptual model of the human auditory system. For a sampling
rating of 16 kHz, a = 0.42 is used to approximate the Mel-scale [54]. Here, for simplification,
it is referred as the MGC vocoder. Other parameters like Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)
coefficients, have also been widely used in speech coding [40], but LPC’s quantisation and
interpolation property make it not suited for statistical modelling. Line spectral frequency
(LSF) [134], on the other hand, has its complex conjugate zeros lying on a unit circle and
can be transferred from LPC, which gives it a better cluster property. Meanwhile, it has the
closest relevance to the natural formants of a speech sound. So in [134, 141], LSFs are used
for HMM-based speech synthesis for reducing spectral distortion and robust representation.
Here for comparison coherence, the Mel-generalised cepstral based vocoder (MGC vocoder)
is selected for the experimental comparison.
3.3.2 Mixed excitation
Although the pulse / noise excitation is straightforward, this model cannot fully represent
natural excitation signals and often generates “buzzy” speech especially in high frequencies.
This is because of the strong periodicity of the impulse train. So various researchers have
proposed a mix of periodic component together with noise for source model. The main goal
of the mixed excitation is to use the noise part to destroy the periodicity in the voiced signal.
The jitter can also help to destroy the sound artifact due to the transitions between voiced and
unvoiced frames [120].
The mixed excitation is first implemented by McCree et al. in 1995 for a low bit rate
narrowband speech coding [120]. In the mixed excitation linear predictive (MELP) vocoder,
a mixed excitation LPC synthesiser generates an excitation signal with a mixture of pulse and
noise in a number of frequency bands. It has been proved that the mixed excitation can also be
integrated for SPSS. In [206], pitch, bandpass voicing strengths and Fourier magnitudes are
extracted and modelled together with Mel cepstrum by HMMs. For synthesis, the excitation
is generated as a sum of the filtered pulse and noise excitations so that the noise component
can reduce the buzzy quality caused by the periodicity in voiced frames. MELP coefficients
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also replace the original LPC for the representation of the spectral envelope.
Another typical representation of the mixed excitation is STRAIGHT (Speech Transfor-
mation and Representation using Adaptive Interpolation of Weight Spectrum) [90]. It is a
high-quality system for speech modification and synthesis, which contains excitation mixed
with both periodicity and aperiodicity measured from the signal. Its pitch is estimated through
a method called “Time-domain Excitation extraction based on a Minimum Perturbation Oper-
ator” (TEMPO) [90]. Aperiodicity measured from the lower and upper spectral envelopes is
used to control the weight between the periodic signal and noise for reducing the periodicity of
the source. Weights between the two components are calculated by multiplying the amplitude
spectrum of each signal by a stepwise function. For spectrum smoothing, both pitch adaptive
spectral smoothing and compensatory time window are used to transfer the time frequency-
smoothing problem to be only in the frequency domain. As STRAIGHT considers the pitch
variation during the analysis period, its predicted spectral envelope removes the effect of pitch
and can give a better prediction. Finally, all parameters are sent to a minimum-phase all pass
filter to synthesise speech using PSOLA [125].
Although STRAIGHT uses both aperiodicity and a pitch adaptive spectral smoothing
method to solve the “buzzy” problem, the number of coefficients for both spectrum and aperi-
odicity signal is the same size as FFT length, which is not suitable for statistical modeling. In
[50], it proposed to use other low dimension parameters like MFCC, LSF etc. to represent the
spectrum first, and then the middle parameters could be transferred back to spectrum to solve
the modelling problem. Here, in order to compare with other vocoders with similar spectrum
parameter, besides STRAIGHT, Mel-generalised cepstrum with the same coefficients as func-
tion (3.14) is chosen as the middle parameter for representing the spectrum from STRAIGHT.
A stepwise function from aperiodicity is defined for averaging the whole points to 25 sub-
bands for compression [202]. Both STRAIGHT with full-band excitation and critical band
excitation are compared in the experiments.
3.3.3 Excitation with residual modelling
Although the energy of the impulse train in Figure 3.1 is mainly concentrated at one instant of
the period, the energy of the actual source signal is distributed along the whole fundamental
period. Therefore, we can use an inverse filter V (z) to obtain the residual signal E(z) to ap-
proximate the glottal source derivative. As it is called, the “residual” contains all the remaining
parts of the signal, like mixed phase, a non-linear part which cannot be represented by the tra-
ditional excitation models. An all-pole filter V (z) (e.g. linear predictive coding (LPC)) can be
applied to approximate the spectrum of the signal Y (z) for deriving the residual signal E(z):
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Figure 3.2: Waveform (top); Corresponding residual using [39] (bottom)
E(z) = Y (z)/V (z) (3.15)
To better represent the residual signal, [109] proposed a state-based filter to optimise the
position and amplitude of the glottal pulse by minimising the error between the natural resid-
ual signal and periodic pulse train. Parameters of the state-dependent filter can be updated by
maximising the log likelihood of residual sequences in an iterative process. Another method
for representing residual signal is to store residual signals from recorded speech. In [47],
it used a codebook of typical residual frames to obtain real segments of the residual, from
excitation parameters. The index of this sequence, which can minimise the residual error is
selected during the synthesis period. To model the source signal more directly, Drugman [46]
proposed a pitch-synchronous deterministic plus stochastic model for the residual signal
(DSMR) . For the pre-training part, residual frames are first obtained by applying inverse fil-
tering using MGC as filter coefficients. Then a glottal closure instant (GCI)-centred, two pitch
periods Blackman window is applied to get the pitch-synchronous residual dataset. In order
to model residual frames, deterministic components in the lower frequency are decomposed
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to get the first eigenresidual. For the coherence of
the data set, residual signals are normalised in both length and energy before applying PCA.
The energy envelope and autoregressive model are used for the stochastic component. During
synthesis, both of these parts are resampled to the target pitch to compose the new residual
source, which could be put into the Mel-Log Spectrum Approximation (a = 0.42; g = 1/3)
to generate final speech. Voices generated from the vocoder with DSMR modelling are used
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Glottal flow derivative (CC)
Figure 3.3: Glottal flow (top); Corresponding Glottal flow derivative (bottom) using [39]
for representing residual modelling.
3.3.4 Excitation with glottal source modelling
As the natural source of speech is a very complex signal and hard to represent, an alternative
method is to use the natural glottal pulse signal to represent the source model instead of the
traditional impulse train. To obtain glottal source parameters, the Electroglottograph (EGG)
signal [138] can be measured at the same time as speech during the voice production process.
But a more common method is to calculate glottal parameters from the recorded voice by
separating from the vocal tract influence, such as inverse filtering using pre-emphasis [10];
closed-phase inverse filtering [193]; iterative adaptive inverse filtering (IAIF) [9], etc. But
different from the residual signal which includes all components of speech production (glottal
source, vocal tract and radiation) for glottal source, its filter represents only the vocal tract
transfer function instead of the spectral envelope. Thus, the glottal pulse represents a spectral
flat signal with a decaying tilt, referred as U(z) in Section 3.2.1.
The excitation model can also be integrated in the HMM-based speech synthesis [26, 147].
In [26], the Liljencrants-Fant (LF) model [55] is used to model the differentiated glottal
volume velocity (DGVV) of the periodic component of the excitation. DGVV parameters
can be calculated using the iterative inverse filtering. The mean values of the LF-parameters
calculated from several utterances of the recorded speech are used to represent the glottal
source, and then the LF-model based on STRAIGHT is applied as synthesis method by using
a post-filter that transforms the spectrum of the LF-signal into an approximately flat spectrum.
In [147], for voiced part, IAIF is used to separate the glottal source from the vocal tract so that
both the vocal tract and source function could be accurately estimated. For unvoiced speech,
conventional inverse filtering is applied. Other parameters like energy, harmonic-to-noise
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Figure 3.4: Fourier Transform (Blue); harmonics (red)
ratio (HNR) are calculated to weight the noise component in the source. During synthesis
period, the library pulse would be interpolated to match the target pitch. Pulse spectrum, HNR
and energy also have to be set to match the target one. Vocal tract filter with the coefficients
derived from analysis would be applied to the excitation to generate sound. In our experiment,
this type of glottal vocoder [147] is used for comparison.
3.4 Vocoders based on sinusoidal model
3.4.1 Harmonic model
Complex periodic sounds can be represented as a sum of pure tone components. From the
Fourier response of a voiced frame in Figure 3.4, we can see a clear periodic pattern of fre-
quency peaks. If those tone frequencies are located at integer multiples of the pitch, the model
is referred as a “pure” harmonic model and frequency wk(n) in formula (3.9) will become:
wk(n) = kw0(n) = 2pk f0(n) (3.16)
In a short period, frequency, phase and amplitude can be viewed as nearly constant. There-
fore, in a frame, we can assume they are not dependent on the time n. So function (3.9) can
be further expressed as a sum of K harmonic sinusoids:





Ak exp( j(2pk f0n+qk)) (3.17)
where Ak, f0 and qk represent the amplitude, pitch and phase of the kth sinusoid. In [28],
it has proposed a sinusoidal representation of speech in the domain. For each windowed
frame, amplitude and phase at every harmonic frequency are computed by minimising the
error between the estimated spectrum and original spectrum at these points. Although it is
explicitly for estimating sinusoidal real amplitude parameters, complex amplitude proposed
by [170] from time domain is used in this experiment, as it is easier to deal with the phase
information. For voiced part, we could calculate the complex amplitude by minimising the
errors between the estimated speech and the original speech. The number of sinusoids per
frame K could either be fixed or related to the value of pitch: K(n) = Fs/2F0(n) (Fs: sampling
frequency, F0: time-varying pitch for harmonic models). For unvoiced part, Karhunen-Loeve
expansion [143] showed that if we suppose that the frequencies are close enough and set the
pitch as 100Hz under the window length of 20ms to make the power spectrum change slower,
we could use the same analysis in the voiced part for analysis. After we get the complex
amplitude of each harmonic, we use the standard overlap add function to re-synthesis speech.
From the description of the HM (harmonic model), we note the number of complex ampli-
tude values in each frame varies depending on F0. This varying number of parameters is not
suitable to combine with HTS. So, we also include a variant of the previous “HM” vocoder
in our experimental comparison that uses a fixed number of parameters per frame, which is
labelled the “HMF” vocoder . To fix the number of harmonics, one simple option is to use
those harmonics at lower frequencies and add noise at higher frequencies. However, dividing
the spectrum into two in this way would be rather arbitrary. For unvoiced speech in the “HM”
vocoder, the number of harmonics in each frame is fixed, even though there may be no har-
monics in fact. Similarly, here we suppose that the number of harmonics is the same as used
for unvoiced parts irrespective of whether there are harmonics at higher frequencies or not
(e.g.: 80 under the sampling frequency of 16kHz). Note that this can cause aliasing problem,
a more proper HM vocoder with fixed dimension is proposed in the next chapter.
3.4.2 Harmonic plus noise model
For HM, although we assume the frequency periodicity covers from 0Hz to half of the sam-
pling frequency, there are many noise-like components, which are synchronised with the har-
monics for higher frequency shown in Figure 3.4. This is because the noise bursts are synchro-
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nised with the glottal flow when we produce those sounds. So the periodic and non-periodic
components are not completely separable [170]. Moreover, for fricatives and plosive sounds, it
is not effective to represent using a sum of periodic sinusoids. For a flexible representation of
the unvoiced signal, explicitly modelling those non-periodic components has been proposed.
Speech is decomposed into two parts [8]. It allows modification of different parts separately.
The decomposing model is called Harmonic plus noise model (HNM).
For a voiced frame, maximum voiced frequency FM(n) is used to divide the whole fre-
quency into two parts. The lower band frequency (from 0 to FM(n)) is still represented by the
pure harmonic model while noise is used for the higher band. In [172], it proposed to compute
FM(n) through a "harmonic threshold test" based on spectral peaks along the frequency spec-
trum. It can either be a time-varying parameter or fixed as 4000 or 5000 Hz. For the unvoiced
frame, it can be obtained by passing a white noise through a time-varying filter.
HNM has also been successfully integrated with SPSS. In [51], a harmonic / noise wave-
form generator is presented. It is based on the decomposition of speech frames into a harmonic
part and a stochastic part and uses MFCC and f0 as an intermediate parameter for representa-
tion. So this vocoder is suitable for modelling as well. For the voiced part, the whole spectrum
envelope could be obtained by interpolating the amplitude at harmonic points. Cepstrum coef-
ficients are obtained from the log spectrum and then the number of parameters is reduced and
transferred to Mel-scale. The stochastic part is obtained by subtracting the harmonic part from
the original signal directly. During synthesis period, cepstral envelope is resampled according
to the harmonic point. Minimum phase is used here, and vocoder based on [51] is compared
in our experiment.
3.4.3 Deterministic plus stochastic model
For the voiced frame in HNM, maximum voicing frequency divides the whole frequency into
periodic and non-periodic bands. However, even if the pitch is accurately estimated, the hy-
pothesis that harmonic frequencies are located at exactly every integer of the pitch is not true.
In “HMF” and “HM” vocoder, we try to represent the periodics with only harmonics, so a
little error for pitch would cause a large mismatch error in the higher frequency. But actu-
ally, the sine-waves in the model are not totally periodic, where the maximum amplitude does
not occur at exactly every harmonic position [136]. Moreover, in the traditional sinusoidal
model proposed by McAulay and Quatieri [143], it is assumed that sinusoidal amplitudes and
frequencies are constant in one frame. However, even when a shorter window is applied, the
stationary assumption is not always valid. This would cause an unavoidable error due to the
incapable model and consequently, it will cause artifacts at signal representation. To achieve
a better decomposition of the signal, [169, 171] proposed a new decomposition model for si-
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nusoidal vocoders: deterministic plus stochastic model (DPSM) . A sum of sinusoids with
time-varying components are used to model the deterministic part of the signal while residu-
als obtained by subtracting the deterministic from the original signal are used to represent the






As its amplitude Gk(n) and phase Qk(n) is time varing in each frame, it allows a slight mis-
match at the beginning pitch estimation. Many models have shown sinusoidal models based
on DPSM decomposition can generate speech which is indistinguishable from the original
sound. In [37], it proposed a full-band adaptive Harmonic model (aHM) without using
any shaped noise. During analysis, it uses Adaptive Iterative Refinement (AIR) method
and adaptive Quasi-Harmonic model (aQHM) [136] as an intermediate model to iteratively
minimize the mismatch of harmonic frequency while increasing the number of harmonics.
It first models the lowest harmonics, where f0 error can be corrected by Quasi-Harmonic
model. The harmonic order is iteratively increased when the f0 trajectory is refined. Then
the instantaneous amplitude and phase can be obtained by interpolation. During synthesis,
adaptive Harmonic vocoder could be used to synthesise speech with much fewer parameters.
3.5 Similarity and difference between source-filter and si-
nusoidal models
Although we categorize above vocoders into two types based on either source-filter or sinu-
soidal model, there are many similarities between those two models. The analysis of ampli-
tudes of each frequency bins, that is, spectral amplitude analysis, is dominant in many speech
processing applications because of its relevance to speech perception. Cepstrum, LSF or log
amplitudes have been used to describe the coarse structure of the spectrum. Meanwhile, more
recent studies elaborate the potentials of using phase features in speech enhancement [133],
recognition [161] and synthesis [110]. As seen from previous sections, there are two types of
phase contributing to human perception: minimum phase from vocal tract and residual phase
generated from glottal flow. The former one can directly derive from the generated amplitude
from modelling. Unfortunately, for the latter one, due to the intrinsic difficulties with accurate
predicting and modelling phase in voiced speech, there is no widely accepted parametrisation
of phase spectra. There are some attempts for phase representations for the phase from glottal
flow, e.g. relative phase shift [157], group delay [168], phase dispersion [3], phase distortion
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[38] and complex cepstrum [110] for speech synthesis.
The similarity of most source-filter models is that they are trying to use a better model for
the excitation. For the simple excitation model, the filter is an all-pole minimum-phase speech
model, where its poles are inside the unit-circle in the z-plane (stable) [108]. Its response is
the response of only the magnitude spectrum of the speech signal. This simplicity has the
benefit that there is no need to specifically estimate the separate contributions of the natural
voice source. But actually, the glottal source is a mixed phase signal, where its open phase can
be defined using an anticausal filter while the return phase is the response of causal filter [25].
Therefore, speech is the impulse response of an anticausal filter and a causal filter as well, and
the source signal is crucial for the naturalness of speech [44]. Compared with the traditional
impulse response of the minimum-phase, for above proposed models, e.g. residual model,
glottal model etc, they have both causal and anticausal properties so that they can represent a
better phase representation of the source. For sinusoidal models, the phase component from
excitation in function (3.10) is associated with the anticausal component in the open phase of
the source signal. Also, since the phase is explicitly modelled in those vocoders, it is easy
to manipulate the phase to control the jitter and the vocal tremor characteristics in the glottal
source [26].
On the other hand, these models are fundamentally different in the concept of how to re-
construct voice. The analysis and synthesis for source-filter vocoder is a “modeled” approach
based on the speech production process, in which speech is viewed as a result of passing source
excitation through a time-varying filter. It assumes that speech is classified as the voiced and
unvoiced signal. Although mathematically, sinusoidal vocoders are still derived under the as-
sumption that sine-wave is modelled as the output of a linear filter with the source components
passing through, they mainly depend on the Fourier transform and filter-bank representations
[143]. Therefore, this “less modelled-based” method does not have a strong dependence on
the source type and the modelling theory itself. The sine-wave can be represented in the
same way irrespective of the source state [174]. The mathematical representation makes the
vocoder less time and computationally demanding. Meanwhile, the speech signal is directly
expressed as a sum of sinusoids located at different frequencies. As discussed in Chapter 2,
the human auditory system has different sensitivities at different frequencies. The amplitude
and frequency modulation makes the time and frequency scale modification easier. Moreover,
phase in sinusoidal vocoders is explicitly modelled, so the phase can be easily manipulated if
the amount of randomness added to the phase is not appropriate [2]. In the next section, we
will further discuss their similarities and relations in an experimental way.
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Table 3.1: Summary of selected vocoders (k: number of sinusoids per frame, HTS: the suit-
ability for HTS modelling ).
Name Vocoder HTS Dimentionality of eachparameter per frame Excitation type
MGC Mel - generalisedcepstral vocoder Yes MGC: 24; f0: 1
Pulse plus noise
excitation









Yes Band aperiodicity: 25;MGC :39 ; f0: 1
Multi- band mixed
excitation
Glot Glottal vocoder Yes
f0:1; Energy:1; HNR: 5
Source LSF: 10; Vocal
tract LSF: 30
Natural pulse
DSMR MGC vocoder withDPSM-based residual Yes MGC: 30 ; f0:1
DPSM for residual
excitation
HM Harmonic model No 2k harmonics;k = fs/(2 f0); f0:1
Harmonic excitation
HMF Harmonic with fixeddimension No
2k harmonics;
k = fs/200; f0: 1
Harmonic excitation
HNM HNM-MGC vocoder Yes MGC:40 ; f0:1
Harmonic plus noise
exciation
aHM Adaptive harmonicmodel No
2k harmonics;
k = fs/(2 f0); f0:1
Harmonic excitation
OS Original speech
The aim of this section is to search the potential relationship between different vocoders
and the analysis / synthesis properties of selected vocoders. For sinusoidal vocoders, HNM
vocoder based on MFCC and f0 extractor (HNM-MGC) [51], adaptive Harmonic vocoder
[37], Harmonic vocoder [170], Harmonic vocoder with fixed parameters are selected. For
source-filter vocoder, Mel-generalised cepstral vocoder, Glottal vocoder [147], MGC vocoder
with DPSM-based residual [46], STRAIGHT [90] with both full-band and critical-band-based
mixed excitation [206] are chosen for comparison. The detail of vocoders and their parameters
are listed in Table 3.1.
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3.6.1 Subjective analysis
Our approach to comparing and analysing the vocoders summarised above relies upon multi-
dimensional scaling (MDS) [117]. This technique aims to map points within a high dimen-
sional space to a lower dimensional space while preserving the relative distances between the
points. We can exploit this to visualise relative distances between vocoders which indicate
similarity in terms of perceptual quality. Listeners are asked to judge whether a given pair of
stimuli is the same in terms of quality or different. Comparing a number of stimuli synthe-
sised by all vocoders in this way, we obtain a matrix of inter-vocoder distance scores. This
high-dimensional similarity matrix can be reduced to a 2- or 3- dimensional space to visualise
vocoder similarities in terms of listener perception. The “Classical MDS” variant is used here,
as we are comparing the Euclidean distance between each vocoder. Note we have found that
natural speech is perceived as quite different from the vocoded speech, so including natural
stimuli can heavily distort the relative distances between each vocoder if included. Therefore,
we have omitted it from our MDS analysis. Instead, preference tests are subsequently used in
order to compare the quality of each vocoder against the original speech.
In the test, every vocoder is compared pairwise with all others, giving a 9*9 similarity
matrix. Phonetically balanced speech data from a UK male speaker is used for analysis /
synthesis with each vocoder. The sampling rate is 16kHz. A total of 32 normal speaking style
sentences and another 32 different sentences with Lombard speaking style are used. Several
samples are available on the webpage1.
For each comparison unit and each listener, sentences are randomly selected for the matrix.
So, all possible sentences could be heard for each comparison to mitigate sentence-dependent
effects. Forty-one native English speakers participated in the listening test, conducted in per-
ceptual sound booth with headphones. Moreover, we suspect that questions used for the listen-
ing test (same / different or better / worse / same, for detail, please refer to Table 3.3) and the
type of sentences (Lombard or Normal) could affect the MDS result as well. So, four sections
are designed to test for this effect. A summary of the speaking styles, questions for comparing
sentences and the eigenvalues (“ratio”) for the first two dimensions found by MDS analysis
are listed in Table 3.2.
The two-dimensional MDS spaces for the four test sections are shown in Figure 3.5. At
first sight, it seems locations of vocoders differ in each section. However, by comparing the
four MDS figures, we can see that although the absolute x- and y-coordinates for each point
may vary, the relative positions of each vocoder are similar. The approximate consistency
between the 4 different test sections indicates the relative layout of the vocoders observed is
to some extent general, and that sufficient and adequate test stimuli have been selected, for
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/vocoder_com.html
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Table 3.2: Parameters for each section
Section Speaking style Questions ratio
1 Normal Similarity 0.7943
2 Lombard Similarity 0.7760
3 Normal Preference 0.7500
4 Lombard Preference 0.7451
Table 3.3: Question setting for each listening section
Type Quesion Value Question Value Question Value
Similarity A sounds same to B 1 A sounds different from B 0
Preference A sounds same to B 1 B is preferred to A 0 A is preferred to B 0
example.
Next, we aim to analyse and interpret the relative layout of the vocoder points in the MDS
space. Different speaking and question styles are used in each test section, and so we use
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) [167] to ascertain whether these factors explain the variations
observed. The results of both one-way and two-way ANOVAs are shown in Table 3.4. For
the one-way method, the F-values for both speaking and question style for MDS are high.
Meanwhile, both significance are less than 5 percent, which means these two factors greatly
affect listener judgment. The two-way ANOVA indicates there is no significant interaction
between the effects of speaking style and question type on listener judgment. We conclude
therefore that speaking style and question format to some extent explain why each section
map differs. Furthermore, in Table 3.2, note the ratio for the “same/different” question type
is higher than that obtained used the 3-way “better/worse/same” question type. We believe
therefore the first question type may yield more dependable results. So, for objective analysis,
only section 1 and 2 are used for Normal speech and Lombard speech separately.
Although proximity in the MDS map can be interpreted as similarity, the relationship
Table 3.4: ANOVA for speaking style and question type
Type Anova F value Significance
One-way Data~Style 6.7775 0.00993
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Figure 3.5: Left: MDS Result for each section (up to down 1,2,3,4); Right: Kmean Clustering
Result for each section (up to down 1,2,3,4) 1: normal speech, similarity question; 2: lom-
bard speech, similarity question; 3: normal speech, preference question; 4: lombard speech,
preference question
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Figure 3.6: Preference Test Result (up: Normal , down: Lombard); Proportion of synthesised
speech VS. natural speech
between the vocoders is not yet necessarily clear, so it would be more obvious to merge sim-
ilar vocoders together. Thus, based on the 9*9 matrix of Euclidean distance between each
vocoders, we use K-means clustering to identify emergent groupings. The “Silhouette” value
[154] for varying numbers of clusters is computed, and the highest value is taken to indicate
the optimum cluster number. The optimal number 2 is used here. Based on the distance ma-
trix from the MDS and the number of clusters, hierachinal clustering is applied to viusalize the
similar group in given vocoders. In Figure 3.5, the MDS result is listed on the left column and
the clustering result is shown on the right side. We can interpret the position of each vocoder
in the x- y- axis in the clustering figure as a geographical image of the distance between the
points in the MDS matrix. The MDS results show that the SC, SF, MGC and Glot vocoders
are very close to each other, indicating listeners find they sound similar to one another. A
similar situation is observed for the DSMR and HNM vocoders, and for the aHM and HM
vocoders. The clustering result in Figure 3.5 is consistent with this. In test section 1, except
DSMR which uses DPSM for residual signal but is still based on source-filter model, vocoders
in cluster two (in red) all use harmonics to describe speech. It is interesting that they all cluster
separately from cluster one (in blue), where the vocoders belong to the traditional source-filter
paradigm. More specifically, SC is merely a reduced dimension version of SF. Meanwhile,
the intermediate parameters transferred from spectrum are the Mel Generalised Cepstrum, so
it is also reasonable for MGC vocoder to be close to SF and SC. For other test sections, the
situation is similar except for the relative change of the HM and HMF vocoders. Thus, we con-
clude that in terms of quality, the sinusoidal vocoders in this experiment sounds quite different
from source filter vocoders, and there may be other reasons for DSMR clustering together
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Table 3.5: Vocoder preference stability result (Lombard preference value minus that for nor-
mal speech)
DSMR HNM aHM HM MGC SF SC Glot HMF
0.0976 0.0732 0.0244 0 -0.0732 0.1707 0.0244 0.0976 -0.0244
with sinusoidal vocoders.
Having established similarities between vocoders, we also assess their relative quality
compared to natural speech. A preference test is conducted for this purpose. Thirty-two nor-
mal sentences and another 32 Lombard speech are surveyed separately. The same 41 native
listeners participated in this test to give their preference in term of quality. The results given in
Fig 3.6 show that the sinusoidal vocoders give relatively good quality. To further analyse the
robustness of each vocoder for modelling both Normal and Lombard speech, the difference in
preference scores between these two speech styles is presented in Table 3.5. As we can see, in
general, sinusoidal vocoders like HMF, HM and aHM give a much less variable performance
than the source/filter vocoder type. Interestingly, the SF vocoder gives a stronger performance
in terms of listener preference for Lombard speech than it does for normal speech in Figure
3.6. The reason for this is the subject of ongoing research.
3.6.2 Objective analysis
In this section, we explore why the vocoders cluster together as observed and what potential





• LDS (Log distance of spectra using FFT)
• PESQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality)
• Spectral Tilt
• Loudness (Based on Model of ISO 532B)
The mean values for these acoustic measures are shown in Figure 3.7. Unfortunately, we
can find no obvious relationship between these measures and distances between the different
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Figure 3.7: Objective value result (blue: Normal , red: Lombard)
Table 3.6: linear regression result.
linear regression Significance R squared
Section1_x~PESQ 0.00174 0.7746
Section2_x~PESQ 0.00991 0.6372
vocoders. We attempt to interpret the significance of the MDS map axes by using linear
regression and stepwise regression between the two axes and the given acoustic measures. As
space is limited here, only the measure most highly correlated with the axes is listed in Tables
3.6.
As Table 3.6 shows, the significance of the correlation between PESQ scores with one
axis of the MDS map is strong. In fact, combined with Figure 3.7, we can track vocoder
quality through the axis value in MDS to a certain degree. For example, for normal speech,
lower x-coordinates indicate higher quality in the vocoder. A similar situation applies to Lom-
bard speech. The aHM vocoder has the best quality, followed by the HM vocoder. Note,
though, that neither of these is currently suitable for statistical modelling. For the source-filter
vocoders, the Glot, SF and SC ones all sound much better than MGC, and they are suited to
modelling as well. Of the sinusoidal vocoders, not only are the HNM and DSMR vocoders
suitable for modelling but they also appear to give good vocoded speech quality. The HMF
vocoder also appears effective for producing speech with a fixed number of parameters. Fi-
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nally, we consider which acoustic feature may be most related with other MDS axis. Unfortu-
nately, there is no apparent pattern between any acoustic measure and the axes in the stepwise
multi-linear regression. Therefore, we conclude that the listener perception judgements may
be a more complex combination of multiple potential features.
To evaluate the quality of different vocoders, we have compared them in both an objective
and subjective way. As the aim of this chapter is to select the best vocoder type for SPSS
instead of the best vocoder for analysis / synthesis, not all the vocoders are under the same
number of parameters. In the two-dimensional MDS, we see that although the vocoder dis-
tributions vary depending on the experimental condition, their relative positions are similar.
On the one hand, the clustering result based on MDS matrix shows that sinusoidal vocoders
sound different from source-filter ones. On the other hand, most vocoders based on sinusoidal
model have a higher ranking in the preference test, which indicates that perceptually, sinu-
soidal vocoders can generate higher quality speech. The vocoder preference stability result
further shows that they are also more stable when the environmental condition changes. The
correlation between PESQ and MDS axis further confirms our hypothesis. Moreover, based
on Figure 3.6 and Table 3.1, we can see that there is a trend that the more parameters we use
during the analysis / synthesis, the higher the quality of the constructed speech.
3.7 Summary
This chapter examines a broad range of vocoders either based on the source-filter or sinusoidal
formulations. Leading vocoders of each type are introduced followed by a discussion of their
similarity and difference. Then an experimental comparison is conducted for evaluating their
relationship and potential factors that affect the vocoder quality. Both Lombard and Normal
speech are used as stimuli to analysis and synthesis for each vocoder. Multi-dimensional Scal-
ing is conducted on the listener responses to analyze similarities in terms of quality between
the vocoders. Four sections of MDS with different speaking styles and questions used in the
listening test are tested. ANOVA result shows both speaking style and question would greatly
affect the result. For preference question, the eigenvalues for the first two dimensions in MDS
decrease to a certain degree. Thus, we deem the similarity question is more suitable for MDS
analysis and Lombard and Normal speech are surveyed individually in the further analysis.
Compared with the preference result for both Normal speech and Lombard speech, we also
find that sinusoidal vocoders are less fluctuant than source filter vocoders.
For searching their potential relationship, K-means clustering is applied and combined
with MDS result, we find in terms of quality, sinusoidal vocoder clusters separately from
the ones which belong to source filter vocoder. So we conclude that sinusoidal vocoders
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are perceptually distinguishable from source filter one. But compared with natural sound,
preference test shows that it is an effective way to improve sound quality. In order to further
interpret the axes of the resulting MDS space, a couple of acoustic features are tested to find
their potential relationship with MDS space. Linear regression results show that one axis
is related with the quality. Multi-regression is also conducted here. However, no obvious
acoustic feature could be found to explain the axis. So we can conclude that people’s judgment
on the quality of speech is a combination of different acoustic features. Nevertheless, vocoders
based on the sinusoidal model have demonstrated its ability to reconstruct high quality speech,




Dynamic sinusoidal based vocoder
“Simplicity is the outcome of technical subtlety. It is the goal, not the starting point.”
Maurice Saatchi (1946-)
This chapter is for answering our first hypothesis: whether we can develop a suitable pro-
duction model that can work seamlessly with human perception. To fix and decrease the di-
mensionality of the classical sinusoidal vocoder for further development, we utilise the knowl-
edge of human perception to develop the new model. Specifically, for a wideband speech
signal (sampling frequency: 16kHz), we assume several critical bands, and for each of these
critical bands only one sinusoid is used. However, we found limiting the number of param-
eters in this way had some negative effects on speech quality, which subsequently needed to
be resolved. So, we will discuss steps and issues involved in the development of the proposed
model in more depth.
4.1 Motivation
Both objective error measures and preference listening tests in Chapter 3 show that aHM and
HM are preferred to the source-filter vocoders in terms of quality. However, the number of
parameters used in these sinusoidal vocoders is much higher than the one in the source-filter
models, and moreover the varying number of parameters in each frame also constrains their
further application [50]. Crucially, for example, both these factors make it difficult to use
sinusoidal vocoders for statistical speech synthesis. Although a simple “HMF” vocoder with
fixed dimension is proposed in Chapter 3, the frequency of harmonics are strongly dependent
on pitch. It is not suitable for HMM-based SPSS, where diagonal covariance matrices are
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used. Typically, Mel-cepstra or LSF are used as parameter vectors to represent spectra. If, in
contrast, we wish to avoid these intermediate features, parameters extracted from a sinusoidal
vocoder are subject to the following concerns for HTS modelling:
• Speech should be parameterised into fixed-dimensional parameter sequences, but in SM,
the number of sinusoids varies in each frame.
• Increasing the number of observation parameters can enhance performance from HMMs.
However, using too many parameters results in data sparsity. But from the previous sec-
tion, we can see that the dimensionality of the sinusoidal components in each frame is
high (i.e., with F0=100Hz, Fs=16kHz, 80 sinusoids would result)
• For a typical HMM-based speech synthesis system, diagonal covariance matrices are
used, imposing the assumption that individual components in each vector are uncorre-
lated. However, for harmonics, parameters are highly correlated with pitch.
For traditional SM, sinusoids are selected at every harmonic to capture most of the energy
of the signal, where its dimension is dependent on value of current pitch. But from Section
2.2, the general characteristics of speech perception indicates that, in human perception, the
range of sound sensitivity is broad. Due to the characteristics of the basilar membrane, hu-
mans are more sensitive at low frequencies. Since there is a close link between perception and
production of speech, we can apply this perceptual rule to reduce the “irrelevant” signal infor-
mation for achieving a compact but transparent digital reproduction with a minimal number
of representations.
4.2 Perceptually dynamic sinusoidal model (PDM)
Taking the basic model in the previous chapter, the approach we took to develop the PDM
was first to decrease and fix the number of sinusoids in each frame according to knowledge of
human perception. Specifically, for a wideband speech signal (0Hz ~ 8kHz), we assume 21
critical bands [85], and for each of these critical bands only one sinusoid is used. However,
we found limiting the number of parameters in this way had some negative effects on speech
quality which subsequently needed to be resolved. First, there is a general degradation in
signal quality due to the parsimonious representation. Second, we found the resynthesised
speech to have an attenuated, or “muffled”, quality. Third, we observed a perceptual distortion
which is best described as a “tube effect” (resynthesised speech sounds as though it has been
spoken through a tube). In the rest of this section, we discuss the steps and issues involved in
the development of the PDM in more depth.
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4.2.1 Decreasing and fixing the number of parameters
Many acoustic signals, and the human voice and music in particular, can be efficiently mod-
elled as a sum of sinusoids. Furthermore, research in the field of psychoacoustics shows it is
reasonable to decompose sounds into sums of sinusoids [72]. The number of sinusoids per
frame could either be fixed or related to the value of pitch: K(n) = Fs/2F0(n) (Fs: sampling fre-
quency, F0: time-varying pitch for harmonic models). Parameters qk, Ak and wk represent the
phase, amplitude and frequency of the kth sinusoid respectively. As Ake jqk is invariant, it is











where complex amplitudes ak (a k = āk, ak = Ake jqk) can be estimated by peak picking or
solving a least squares problem [170]. From function (4.1), we can see that the dimensionality
of the sinusoidal components in each frame is high (i.e., with F0=100, Fs=16k, 80 complex
amplitudes would result), and it varies depending on F0. In human perception, the range of
sound sensitivity is broad. The sound spectrograph does not have the same perceptual cues
in our ears, as the auditory system is more sensitive to lower frequencies than to the higher
frequencies. So we can put more emphasis on lower parts. Furthermore, a range of frequencies
may be perceived as the same, as they activate the same area on the basilar membrane [131]. In
principle, therefore, we can ignore many redundant sinusoids and still retain the perceptually
salient characteristics of a speech signal. In other words, to achieve the most transparent audio
signal compression, the absolute threshold of hearing is used here to shape the perceptual
representation of speech so that the distortion cannot be detected even by a sensitive listener.
The magnitude threshold of hearing is non-linear, and it is most sensitive in lower frequen-
cies, so frequency selectivity can be denser on those frequencies for aiding the perception. As
discussed in Section 2.2, critical band analysis has the ability to distinguish two closest fre-
quency components with either Bark or ERB scale. Therefore, to distinguish the smallest fre-
quency difference that a listener could perceive, we adopted a perceptual sinusoidal model
(PM) based on critical bands [129] in order to decrease and fix the number of parameters.
The whole frequency band is divided into 21 critical bands [85]. Instead of using all
harmonic components, only 21 sinusoids at the frequencies of critical band centres are used to
represent speech, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. For each band, tones at critical centres are more
easily perceived due to the masking phenomenon [131]. So the PM function is defined as (4.2).
1In the following discussion, we often remove the “Re” notation and work with the complex version of s(n).
Its analytic signal representation can be obtained by Hilbert transform [143].
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Figure 4.1: Speech magnitude spectrum (blue) along with the critical band boundaries
(dashed lines). Estimated amplitudes at the centre of the critical bands (red stars) and har-
monic amplitudes (black circles).
wck and a
c
k represent the frequency of the critical centre and corresponding estimated complex
amplitude. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of critical bands, as part of the evaluation
presented in Section 4.4.1, we have compared them with equivalent systems using linear and
Mel frequency scales (LM and MM respectively). An informal pilot listening test conducted
during the development of PM indicated that using only one sinusoidal component in each
critical band was preferred to using linear and Mel frequency scales. Assuming complex
amplitude and frequency at the critical band centre are ack and w
c
k (c is short for centre here),







4.2.2 Integrating dynamic features for sinusoids
The test indicated that the quality of the reconstructed speech was not satisfactory. Although
we suppose acoustic features stay stable for a small analysis window (e.g. one frame), human
perception involves the change of acoustic patterns in both time and frequency dimensions.
The assumption of local stationarity will lead to a biased estimation of the waveform especially
when the analysis window is increased. To address this problem, we have introduced dynamic
features for each sinusoid, similar to the method of [136]. The new model is referred to as the
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where ack and b
c
k represent the static amplitude and dynamic slope respectively while w
c
k is
the centre frequency for each critical band. The parameters are computed in a similar way as
(3.9). Hence, PDM has twice as many parameters as PM.
Although the slope parameter performs a different role to a static amplitude, we want to
further compare the quality of samples generated from PDM with the ones from PM with
an equal number of parameters. So, by dividing every original critical band into half, another
version of PM with doubled critical band frequencies (s(n) = Â42k= 42ã
c
ke
jw̃ck n) is implemented.
Comparisons between PM and PDM will be presented in Section 4.4.1.






























Figure 4.2: Speech magnitude spectrum (blue) along with the critical bands boundaries
(dashed lines). Estimated amplitudes at the centre of the critical bands (red stars), and max-
imum amplitudes in each band (black circles). Green stars denote the sinusoids with the
maximum amplitude per critical band as moved at the central frequency of each critical band.
4.2.3 Maximum band energy
In Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, we have proposed a fixed- and low-dimensional perceptual sinu-
soidal model to represent speech, based on 21 critical bands with dynamic features. However,
such a parameterisation sounds muffled. In Figure 4.2, the sinusoid corresponding to the cen-
tre of the critical bands are shown with red crosses, while the sinusoid with the maximum
amplitude in each band is shown with a black circle. From this example, it is easily seen that
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the critical band centre sinusoids frequently have a lower amplitude, which may lead to loss
of the energy of the signal. Meanwhile, the spectral peaks are easier to be perceived compared
with valleys [111], and they can also greatly influence the nearby formant. Therefore, instead
of using the critical centre component, for each band, we propose to compute the sinusoidal
component which has the maximum spectral amplitude (black circles), and then substitute the
initial frequency of the sinusoid with the centre frequency of the critical band (green stars).
Peak picking is used to identify which sinusoid has the highest amplitude in each band. Doing
this, most of the energy of the signal is modelled by keeping the original spectral peaks.
The new suggested system is defined in (4.4), where amaxk and b
max
k represent the static
amplitude and dynamic slope for the sinusoid with the maximum spectral amplitude in each









4.2.4 Perceived distortion (tube effect)
The muffled sound is much improved in the form of PDM described in Section 4.2.3. How-
ever, in Figure 4.2, we can see there are only 4 sinusoidal components above 4kHz. Due
to this decreased number of sinusoidal components for the higher frequency range, we have
found that the generated samples sound as if they have been spoken through a tube (the “tube
effect”) with some frequencies being removed completely. This is especially critical for frica-
tive sounds. As the critical bands become very sparse in the higher frequency range, more
sinusoidal components are required to compensate for the loss of quality in these bands.
Based on the fact that the human auditory system is not very selective at high frequen-
cies compared to the low frequencies, a time and frequency domain modulated noise sH(n)
(H is short for higher band), covering the high frequencies, is added to the model. For this
purpose, a random sinusoidal signal is obtained with amplitudes obtained at every 100 Hz
through interpolation of the amplitudes estimated at the high frequency bands (i.e., ak(max),
k = 18, ...,21), and with random phase. No dynamic features are used for this random signal.
This signal is further modulated over time by the time-domain envelope (estimated through
the Hilbert Transform [15, 135]) from the sinusoidal signal made by the highest 4 sinusoidal
components in (4.4) [135].
At low frequencies, a strong sinusoidal component at the centre of a critical band will
mask all the other sinusoidal components in that band. The masking threshold is highest at
each critical band centre and lowest at the boundaries, shown in Figure 4.3. Therefore, the
masking effect will not be as strong at the boundaries of the critical bands [129]. This implies
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Figure 4.3: Masking phenomenon for critical band [85]
the sinusoids at the critical band boundaries can potentially affect perception. Accordingly,
we chose to add another 9 sinusoidal components at the lower critical band boundaries. The
signal sL(n) (L is short for lower band) generated from those added sinusoids at the lower








jwbok n;wk  4kHz (4.5)




k represent static amplitudes, dynamic slopes and frequencies for 9 sinu-
soids at the critical boundaries. Finally, the suggested PDM s(n) is composed by the sum of the






proposed in 4.2.3, the sinusoids added at the lower frequency sL(n) and the modulated noise
sH(n) at higher frequency:
s(n) = smax(n)+ sL(n)+ sH(n) (4.6)
4.3 PDM with real-valued amplitude
Typically, speech is analysed based on a frame level, where the amplitude and frequency for
each sinusoidal component are constant parameters. In order to get a better estimation of
sinusoidal parameters from the FFT spectrum (to avoid the interference due to the windowing
effect), usually a longer analysis window is used. However, this local stationary theory is
just a assumption. It is not valid even if we choose a shorter window. Therefore, there is a
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bias between the actual signal and the one calculated from the traditional model. In order to
add time-varying features within a frame, we propose to use a more common extension by
adding linear evolution of the amplitude (bk). This will improve the accuracy of the sinusodial
parameter estimation. As ak and bk are complex variables, the instantaneous frequency and
phase also varies. Assuming aRk and a
I





bk), the time-varying amplitude Mk(t), frequency Fk(t) and phase Fk(t) can be given using the
time-varying functions given as [136]:
Mk(t) = |ak + tbk| (4.7)
















Listening tests in 4.4.1 have shown that PDM could generate high quality sound for anal-
ysis / synthesis. It uses a fixed and meaningful sinusoid for each critical channel to represent
speech, which is suitable for statistical modelling. However, both the static amplitude and
dynamic slope are complex-valued, which contained both phase and amplitude information
shown in function 4.7, 4.8, 4.9. They are hard for the current statistical system to model.
Therefore, another two versions of PDM are also proposed here for further application in the
next chapters.
4.3.1 PDM with real-valued dynamic, acceleration features (PDM_dy_ac)
Since the dynamic features show its ability to improve voice quality from sinusoidal models,
it is natural to consider adding delta-delta features for PDM for further modelling, but that
would greatly increase our dimension. Therefore, another version of PDM (PDM_dy_ac)
with the same dimensionality is developed with delta-delta information Ck(n). It was based





(Ak +nBk +n2Ck)cos(qk(n)) (4.10)
Instead of using complex amplitude and slope as in PDM, here the real-valued amplitude
Ak, Bk and Ck are used to describe the static, dynamic, acceleration features from the speech
signal for one frame. L is the total number of sinusoids used in 4.2.4. Least square error
is applied to calculate its amplitude and phase coefficient. Meanwhile, the number of total
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parameters (static: 30, dynamic: 30, acceleration: 30, shared phase: 30) in PDM_dy_ac model
is the same as the one in PDM (complex-static: 60, complex-dynamic: 60). Our listening test
result in Section 4.4.1 shows that it could provide comparable quality to PDM.
4.3.2 PDM with real-valued dynamic features (PDM_dy)
Compared with the original version of PDM, although PDM_dy_ac contains acceleration of
speech parameters, it uses time-varying real amplitude to represent speech instead of complex
amplitude. In order to check the effectiveness of delta-delta information for improving quality,
PDM_dy based on PDM_dy_ac with only real-valued static and dynamic features is also de-
veloped for comparison. The calculation of parameters is the same as PDM, so the dimension







4.4.1 PDM with complex amplitude
Phonetically balanced speech data from 3 male and 4 female English speakers was selected for
testing. Five neutral speaking sentences were selected for each speaker, with 16kHz sampling
rate. We used a reference implementation of each of the models to create stimuli using analysis
/ synthesis. The frame shift was set to 5ms with a window length of 20ms for all the methods.
Several generated samples are available online 2.
The first experiment aims to compare sinusoidal model with Mel frequency scales (MM),
linear frequency scales (LM) and critical band scales (CM). Perceptual Evaluation of Speech
Quality (PESQ) [16] is calculated as an objective error measure. The average values of all
35 sentences of the seven speakers are listed in Table 4.2. The increased PESQ value of PM
shows that the sinusoidal model based on critical bands produces higher quality than those
based on Mel and linear frequency scales. This was also confirmed with informal listening
tests.
Next, we are interested in how the suggested PDM performs compared to other state-
of-the-art models, and specifically when the same number of parameters is used with each
model. As STRMCEP (STRAIGHT Mel cepstrum with band excitation) and the standard
sinusoidal model are the two popular models which give high quality of reconstructed speech,
2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/PDM.html
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Table 4.1: Parameters and dimensions used in the 3 systems
Name Model Dimensionality: Parameters
PDM Perceptual dynamic
sinusoidal model
120: (30 static + 30 slope)*(real +
imaginary)
STRMCEP STRAIGHT Mel cepstrum
with band excitation
123: 100 Mel cepstrum + 22
aperiodicity + F0
SM Sinusoidal model with 40
maximum sinusoids
120: 40 frequency + 40 amplitude +
40 phase








Figure 4.4: Preference result with 95% confidence interval (Top: online test; Bottom: lab-
based test)
a preference listening test was conducted to compare these three models. Details concerning
the parameters used in each model are given in Table 4.1.
Two groups of subjects were tested separately: 24 listeners participated in a pilot web-
based experiment (“online”), and then 30 native English speakers took the test in sound-treated
perceptual testing booths (“lab-based”). In the listening test, we also compared PDM and PM
with the same number of parameters in order to investigate the effectiveness of the dynamic
features. Each subject listened to 50-60 pairs of sentences generated from different systems
and then chose which sentences sound better in terms of quality. From Figure 4.4, we see
that the online and lab-based results are consistent with each other. Little or no preference
is shown between PDM and PM, though PDM uses only half the number of critical bands
compared to PM. It also shows that with an equal number of parameters, PDM is clearly
preferred compared with the other two state-of-the-art systems. Regarding PDM and PM, we
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Table 4.2: Objective quality for LM, MM and CM
System Frequency PESQ
LM Linear band 2.5961
MM Mel band 2.8595
CM Critical band 3.2183
notice that in a well-controlled environment (i.e. sound booths, headphones), PDM is preferred
over PM. Moreover, the slope features estimated from the signal offer a natural way to model
the dynamic aspects of speech. Therefore, we ultimately favor PDM over PM.
4.4.2 PDM with real-valued amplitude
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
PDM vs. BK
PDM vs. CK
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Figure 4.5: Preference result for comparing PDM , PDM_dy_ac(CK) and PDM_cy (BK) (Top:
online test, Bottom: lab-based test; Blue: PDM with real values, Yellow: no preference, Red:
PDM with complex values)
Finally, another listening test was conducted to compare the quality of PDM and its other
two versions with real acoustic features. Both “online” and “lab-based” results with 24 sub-
jects and another 30 subjects are shown in Figure 4.5. Our prior test showed that the difference
between different versions of PDM is small, so listeners were also allowed to choose no pref-
erence in this experiment. Results shows that compared with PDM_dy_ac and PDM_dy, PDM
is still preferred. And also compared with PDM_dy, PDM_dy_ac could produce higher qual-
ity speech, which proves the effectiveness of using delta-delta features. But we also notice
that the difference is not that big, and PDM_dy with real-valued static amplitude and dy-
namic slope requires much fewer features for reconstructing speech. Currently, all proposed
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methods are focusing on analysis / synthesis. For further study, when the proposed vocoder
is integrated with statistical modelling, both PDM_dy_ac and PDM_dy offer an alternative
parameterisation method with real-valued features.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a perceptual dynamic sinusoidal model based on critical bands
for representing speech. Initially, only one sinusoidal component is used in each critical band,
and objective results show that this parametrisation is more effective than using Mel and linear
frequency scales. For each band, the sinusoid with the maximum spectrum amplitude is se-
lected and its frequency is associated with the centre frequency of the critical band. Dynamic
features (complex slopes) are further integrated, and are found to improve quality in the same
way as doubling the number of critical bands in PM. Frequency and time-domain envelope
modulation of a noise component at higher frequencies and adding sinusoidal components at
the critical boundaries for lower frequencies are also considered in an effort to remove what
we refer to as a “tube effect”. Compared with STRMCEP and standard SM, our listening test
shows PDM is preferred in terms of the quality of the reconstructed signal over the other mod-
els when using the same number of parameters. As the complex values cannot be modelled
by the traditional HMM-based system directly, another two versions of PDM with real-valued
features are also proposed. Results show that they can generate comparable quality of speech
compared with the original version with complex-valued features. In the next chapter, we will
discuss how to apply the dynamic model into HMM-based SPSS.
Chapter 5
Applying DSM for HMM-based statistical
parametric synthesis
“Nature’s patterns sometimes reflect two intertwined features: fundamental physical laws and
environmental influences. It’s nature’s version of nature versus nurture.”
Brian Breene (1963-)
Although Chapter 4 shows how dynamic sinusoidal models are able to generate high qual-
ity speech, it is only for analysis / synthesis. From this chapter, we will explore ways to use
sinusoidal models for SPSS and especially for HMM-based speech synthesis. Two parame-
terisation methods are proposed and compared. The experiments show the promise of using
dynamic sinusoidal models to improve the quality of synthesised speech.
5.1 Motivation
In Chapter 4, our experiments show that PDM can provide high quality reconstructed speech
with a fixed and reduced number of parameters. However, this is only for analysis / synthesis.
As discussed in section 2.3.4, HMM and DNN based acoustic models are the two most pop-
ular models used for SPSS. Inspired by the successful applications on various other machine
learning areas, DNN-based SPSS has significantly improved voice quality and opened a new
direction in speech research. However, although the artificial neural network was proposed
for speech synthesis around 1990s [186], the DNN-based speech synthesis became popular
only from 2010s [220], but researchers have worked on the HMM-based approach for more
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than 20 years and many mature technologies have been proposed to improve the accuracy of
the mapping between text and speech. Moreover, it has been shown that HMM-based SPSS
is less demanding in terms of database and computation cost compared with the DNN-based
method [220]. So, it is still significant to explore methods to integrate sinusoidal vocoders for
HMM-based SPSS.
In HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis, a set of trackable parameters with
good statistical properties are first modelled using context-dependent HMMs and then regen-
erated during synthesis time from the model, which show the maximum likelihood. So a good
vocoder for analysis / synthesis cannot guarantee reconstructing high quality speech for SPSS.
Parameterisation performance is also one of the main limitations of statistical parametric sys-
tems. The extracted acoustic features need to be adequate enough to represent the spectral and
source signal while ensuring its distribution meets the requirements of the statistical model
(e.g. the Gaussian distribution assumption in HMM). So in this chapter, after a short study of
HMM-based speech synthesis, we will extensively present two parameterisation methods for
using dynamic sinusoidal models for statistical speech synthesis.
5.2 HMM-based speech synthesis
5.2.1 The Hidden Markov model
An acoustic model is used to capture the sound attributes and build a probabilistic mapping
between an observation sequence and hidden sequence. The Hidden Markov Model is one of
the most widely used statistical acoustic models. In this system, acoutic features are modelled
simultaneously by context-dependent HMMs. Their probability density functions (PDFs) in
each leaf node of the decision trees are typically represented as a single Gaussian distribution
with a diagonal covariance matrix. The standard HMMs are finite state machines, in which
each state can take a sequence of feature vectors with a transition probability, then the ob-
servation data is generated according to the distribution of current state [74]. It assumes the
probability of making a transition to the next state is independent of the historical states, and
each observation is generated at a certain probability associated with only the current hidden
state.
For a typical HMM-based acoustic model, speech features are used as observation vec-
tors O = [o1, ....,oT ], where T is the length of the speech sequence (1 6 t 6 T ). The hidden
state sequence is: q = [q1, ...,qT ]. The individual states are denoted as S = [S1, ...,SN ]. So
the transition probability from state i to state j and the observation probability for state j can
be denoted as ai j = P(qt+1 = S j|qt = Si) and b j(ot) = P(ot |qt = S j). For a mixture Gaus-
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sian distribution with M components, the output probability distribution can be described as:
bi(o)=ÂMm=1 wmiN(o; µ,Â), where w,µ,Â are the weight, mean and matrix of the mth mixture
component. In order to train the HMMs, three questions need to be answered [213]:
1) How well the model fits the observations: the likelihood of the model given the obser-
vations. More generally, given the utterance and the set of model parameters l , we need to
compute P(O|l ). According to Bayes’s rule, the joint probability can be written as equation
(5.1). It can be solved by a forward backward algorithm [144].
P(O|l ) = Â
q
P(O,q|l ) = Â
q





aqt 1aqt bqt (ot) (5.1)
2) How to discover the best hidden state sequence given the observations: the most likely
state sequence given the observations to approximate the real probability: P(O|l )=Âq P(O,q|l )w
maxP(O,q|l )
q
. Assuming the given observation is x, the best path q⇤ = (q⇤1, ...,q
⇤
T ) can be
found by using the Viterbi algorithm (or referred to as dynamic programming). Assuming
dt(i) is the probability of the most likely state sequence in state i at time t, the optimal state
can be described as [116]:




3) How to learn the model parameters to optimise the objective: the model parameters
to maximise the maximum likelihood function. The model parameters can be derived by
an iterative process of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [144]. Assuming the
optimal parameter is l ⇤, then:
l ⇤ = argmax
l





5.2.2 Training and generation using HMM
The process is shown in Figure 5.1. In the training period, the speech signal is first factorised
into excitation and spectral parameters from a source-filter or sinusoidal production model.
Single multi-variate Gaussian distributions are applied for modelling spectrum features (e.g.,
Mel-cepstrum). For excitation F0, its value becomes zero for unvoiced regions, which makes
the pitch dimension (0 or 1) varied for different frames, so either continuous or discrete HMMs
cannot be used for F0 modelling. Therefore, for modelling the logF0 sequences, multi-space
















Figure 5.1: HMM synthesis system flowchart
probability distributions (MSD) [183] are proposed, where continuous or discrete HMMs
can be considered as its special cases for modelling. As a result, spectrum models and ex-
citation models are trained separately with feature vectors which consists of their static and
dynamic features. Specifically, spectrum parts with dynamic features are modelled by a con-
tinuous probability distribution as the first stream. Pitch, its delta and delta-delta are modelled
by MSD in second, third and fourth stream. As the state duration PDFs are implicitly mod-
elled by its state self-transition probabilities [215], HMMs do not represent the speech tem-
poral structure adequately. The state duration probability decreases exponentially with time.
Therefore, in HMM-based SPSS, state duration PDFs are explicitly represented by a Gaussian
distribution. However, this causes the inconsistency between duration prediction at training
and synthesis stage. To avoid this problem, a hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) [215] is
proposed to incorporate the state duration PDFs explicitly in both training and synthesis.
There are many contextual features (e.g. accent, position, stress) interacting with each
other. To model the variations of the acoustic features in different phonetic units, the context-
dependent phone is usually selected as the modelling unit. Various linguistic features are taken
into account, e.g. the number and position of the phone in the current phrase and sentence, the
type or position of preceding or succeeding phones [195]. Therefore, there are huge numbers
of possible combinations of context features, and it is impossible to cover all the units. For
modelling these rich contexts, a phonetic decision tree model [220] is developed to cluster
HMM states for parameter sharing. It is a binary tree, where each leaf node has its state output
distribution. The decision tree is constructed by sequentially selecting from a context related
question set which can generate the largest log likelihood. The distribution of HMMs are clus-
tered together with state based parameters sharing in each tree node, which also enables the
issue of unseen contexts and data sparsity to be solved [208]. A maximum likelihood criterion
is usually used to estimate the model parameters l by using the Baum-Welch algorithm [83]:
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l̂ = argmax{P(O|W,l )} (5.5)
where l̂ , W ,O represent the model parameters, the word sequences and speech training data.
Spectrum, excitation, and duration are clustered individual decision trees.
When we generate speech parameters from the acoustic model with parameters l̂ , the
given text is first transformed into the context dependent labels. Then, the utterance HMM
is constructed by concatenating those label sequences based HMMs together [202]. Given a
word sequence w, speech parameters ô can be estimated by maximizing the output probabil-
ities, which can be viewed as an inverse process of recognition. Assuming the output vector
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But due to the state based distribution of the context dependent model, the value of gener-
ated output vector ô will be its mean value, which is piece-wise stationary depending on how
many frames the current state occupies. To avoid this discontinuity at state boundaries, the
speech parameter generation algorithm (MLPG) with dynamic features [184] is used for
smoothing and simulating the natural trajectory between frames. The first and second order
of derivatives are introduced and appended to the static features for constructing new acoustic





> is the static acoustic feature, and the dynamic feature
and its second order are calculated as 4ct = 0.5(ct+1   ct 1) and 42ct = ct 1   2ct + ct+1.
Then the output vector can be represented as ot = Wc = [c>t ,4c>t ,42c>t ]>, where W is a
3DT -by-DT matrix [184]. Therefore, maximising equation (5.6) is equivalent to optimise
ĉ = argmax
o
{N(Wc; µq̂,Âq̂)}. Then the trajectory ĉ can be obtained through the following
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equation by taking the partial derivative of the log output probability:
W>S 1q̂ W ĉ =WS
 1
q̂ µq̂ (5.7)
Then, we can produce the final speech by concatenating the spectral and excitation param-
eters as input for the vocoder [213] to reconstruct speech. The final static sequence can be
represented by: ĉ = (W>Â 1W ) 1W>Â 1M>.
5.2.3 Generation considering global variance
In the previous section, static features are generated by maximising the output parameter prob-
ability. The generated trajectory is often too smooth, which causes the synthesised speech to
sound muffled. To alleviate the over-smoothing problem, [178] proposed a parameter gener-
ation method considering global variance (GV) to enhance quality. It was first applied on
voice transformation for improving the voice quality [179]. Assuming C(d)t is the d-th com-
ponent (D dimension) of the static feature at frame t, the global variance of each utterance is
written as:















At the synthesis stage, we maximise not only the static and dynamic vectors but also the
global variance, which can be denoted as:
L = log{P(O|q,l )w ⇤P(v(C)|lv)} (5.11)
where v(C) and lv represent as the global variance vector and corresponding distribution pa-
rameters. Weight w can also be added to balance between two probabilities. Gaussian dis-
tribution for global variance, P(v(C)|lv), can be considered as a penalty term as a reduction
of trajectory variance [178]. To maximise the likelihood of L to C, the derivative of the new






















v (v(C) µv)(C(d)t  C̄(d)) (5.13)
where µv and s(d)v represent the mean and d-th diagonal covariance of the training data. A
recent study [176] has also shown it is effective to use the modulation spectrum of the trajec-
tory as a new feature to mitigate the over-smoothing effect. Although this method improves
the variance of the utterance, it is computationally demanding. To solve this problem, another
method to compute global variance called variance scaling is proposed in [166]. It can gener-
ate similar result as [178] but is much less computationally demanding. Supposing the m-th
spectral feature is denoted as c(m) = [c(m)1 , ...,c
(m)
N ]
>. µ(m)G and (s
(m)
G )
2 are the mean and vari-
ance of the m-th generated trajectory and s (m)R is the targeted utterance level global variance









Here we must note that all those methods are proposed for the use with the Mel-cepstrum
spectral representation, where every feature is independent of each other. The correlation
between features is not considered in the GV model. For correlated features like line spectral
pairs (LSPs), approaches need to be adjusted (e.g. GV on the frequency domain delta LSP)
for quality improvement [104, 134].
5.3 Parameterisation method I: intermediate parameters (INT)
Although sinusoidal models are widely found in speech coding and conversion, they have not
been extensively applied to statistical parametric speech synthesis. For a harmonic model,
component sinusoids may be highly correlated with each other, and its dimension is also de-
pendent upon pitch. This means they are not suited for direct integration within HTS. So
traditionally, they are only used for analysis and resynthesis. Mel-frequency Cepstra or LSFs
are used as an intermediate spectral parameterisation for statistical modelling. In Shechtman’s
paper [164], the harmonics of a log-amplitude spectrum from Fourier analysis are used to
calculate the regularised discrete cepstrum [170] to be used for modelling. The sinusoidal
model is then used to reconstruct speech by using harmonics computed from the generated
cepstral coefficients. In [50], Erro presented a harmonic/stochastic waveform generator. The
complete spectral envelope is obtained by interpolating the amplitudes at each harmonic point.
Then, Mel-cepstrum coefficients are computed from the interpolated spectral envelope. Both
these papers show that sinusoidal models are a promising candidate for improving the overall
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Table 5.1: Main differences between HDM and PDM ( fs: sampling frequency, f0: pitch)
System sinusoidal frequency estimated amplitude and phase number of sinusoids
HDM harmonics corresponding sinusoids fs/2/ f0
PDM critical band centre (or boundaries) sinusoids which have the
maximum amplitude in each band
50
quality of synthetic speech. Section 4.2.2 has shown that incorporating the dynamic slope
of sinusoids can greatly improve quality in analysis / synthesis. It is natural, therefore, to
consider including this dynamic feature for statistical modelling too.
Since intermediate parameters are used in HTS modelling instead of using the sinusoid
parameters directly, information compression is not important. Hence, all harmonics can also
be used to compute cepstra and to resynthesise speech. Based on the harmonic model (equa-
tion (3.17)), we can extend equation (4.6) to a more general function [136], resulting in the





(ak +nbk)e j2p fkn (5.15)
where ak and bk represent the static complex amplitude and dynamic complex slope respec-
tively. When fk are located at multiples of the fundamental frequency ( fk = k ⇤ f0), the dy-
namic sinusoidal model becomes the harmonic dynamic model (HDM), and the number of
sinusoids K varies in each frame depending on pitch. In Chapter 4, a critical band criteria is
utilised to fix and lower the dimensionality. With only 30 sinusoids, the dynamic model can
generate speech with comparable quality to state-of-art vocoders. However, this experiment
is conducted only on analysis / synthesis, where the original phase is not contaminated. For
SPSS, the phase used for synthesis is derived from the amplitude spectrum and incapable of
time modulation any more. And more sinusoidal points need to be selected to compensate
for the loss of quality especially for frequencies above 4kHz. Based on our database size and
sampling rate, a total of 50 sinusoids are modelled in the following chapters with the original
selected sinusoids plus the interpolated points at the higher frequency. The main differences
between HDM and PDM are summarised in Table 5.1.
Parameters are computed for windowed frames by minimising the error between the speech






where w(n) is the analysis window for each frame and N is half the window length. Figure
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Figure 5.2: natural frame (blue), generated (SM: red, DSM: green)
5.2 shows the comparison of a natural signal (blue line) with the ones generated by SM and
DSM after windowing one frame. We observe that the signal regenerated using DSM (green
line) is closer to a natural signal than that of the SM one (red line). To integrate the dynamic
model into the HTS framework, regularised discrete cepstra (RDC) c = [c0, ...,cp]> [170]
are utilised as an intermediate parameterisation for statistical modelling.
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The amplitudes of static and dynamic sinusoids are first calculated by minimising (5.16).
Then, we apply the regularised discrete cepstra to parameterise the log amplitude for both
static and dynamic sinusoids shown in (5.18) and (5.19).




cai cos(2p fki) (5.18)
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cbi cos(2p fki) (5.19)
where ca, Pa and cb, Pb represent the RDC and its dimension for both static amplitude and
dynamic slope respectively. The cepstral coefficients can be calculated using a least squares
error criterion (5.20) between natural spectrum Sk and estimated spectrum A( fk) with the
regularisation term shown in (5.22). R[A( fk)] is applied mainly to ensure a smooth envelope
[164]. To avoid singular issue when the number of cepstra is greater than the number of
sinusoids dimension, e (4e 4), the regularisation control parameter [164] is added as penalty.
A regularisation term is applied for slope computation as well. So eventually the error function





||20logSk   logA( fk)||+ eR[logA( fk)] (5.20)
ea = (logA Mc)>(logA Mc)+ ec>Rc] (5.21)









c = [M>M+ eR] 1M> logA (5.23)
L is the number of selected sinusoids for RDC calculation (Dimension of sinusoids: fs/2/ f0
for HDM, and bands number for PDM. fs: sampling frequency, f0: pitch). Usually, sinusoids
at harmonic frequencies are selected [50, 164] for calculating the cepstra. To improve percep-
tual quality, frequency warping [65] is used to emphasise accuracy of the spectral envelope at
lower frequencies, where human perception is more sensitive. Here we use Bark scale warping
function introduced in Chapter 2 to emphasise the lower frequency. Examples of estimated
amplitude envelopes on a Bark scale for both static amplitude and dynamic slope for harmon-
ics are shown in Figure 5.3. As we see, after warping, though the lower frequency region is
enlarged, most selected harmonics are wasted to compute the envelope of higher frequencies.
But for human perception, sinusoids extracted at the higher frequencies tend to be less useful
compared to the lower ones.
For the PDM, the sinusoids are selected according to the critical band criterion, where the
distribution is more focused on the lower frequencies. Although the sparse sinusoids are used
in PDM, which cannot be expected to achieve the same quality as using all harmonics, it may
be that comparing HDM and PDM could potentially indicate how much quality the generated
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Figure 5.3: Estimated log-amplitude envelope with a Bark scale (normalized frequency) for
both static amplitude (top) and dynamic slope (bottom) from harmonics (blue stars: estimated
harmonic amplitude calculated from (4.3), red lines: re-estimated envelope calculated from
RDC)
speech has lost by using this sparse sinusoidal representation and also the degradation after the
statistical modelling. Therefore, we use both HDM and PDM to compute RDC, while using
the same model (PDM) for synthesis (referred to as HarPDM and PDMPDM respectively
in Table 5.2). Meanwhile, we also compare these two models for synthesis by keeping the
analysis model the same (HarPDM and HarHar respectively).
For analysis, the speech signal is windowed every 5 ms to compute RDC. Since the residual
phase and linear phase terms of the sinusoids are discarded after transforming to RDC and each
phase is set back to zero, the pitch of each reconstructed frame will not vary if the signal is
resynthesised every 5-ms with only the minimum phase (5.26)(5.27), which is related to the
vocal tract. During synthesis, to ensures phase coherence between the synthetic speech frames,
a pitch synchronous overlap-and-add method for synthesis (Figure 5.4) is used to relocate the
centre and the length of the synthesis window for preserving phase relations among sine-
waves. As the pitch value is determined already, for voiced frames, new pitch marks are
placed at one pitch period distance from the other. Then, we centre a window at these pitch
marks, and the length of the window is set as pitch-dependent. Supposing pitch for frame k 1
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Figure 5.4: Overlap-and-add speech synthesis
Table 5.2: Systems with different analysis-synthesis model combinations




is f0(tk 1) and sampling frequency is fs, the pitch mark for the next frame k would become




For unvoiced frames, a dummy f0 is applied and set as 100 Hz so the calculation is other-
wise exactly the same as for voiced frames. Therefore, for synthesis, the dynamic sinusoidal
model described in (4.5) becomes (5.25), where |Ak|, q ak , |Bk|, and q bk represent the amplitude
and minimum phase for both sinusoidal amplitude and slope respectively. To improve quality,









k )e j2p fkn (5.25)




cai sin(2p fki) (5.26)




cbi sin(2p fki) (5.27)
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Figure 5.5: Direct and intermediate parameterisation
5.4 Parameterisation method II: sinusoidal features (DIR)
Besides using intermediate parameters, an alternative approach is to select fixed sequences of
parameters from the sinusoidal vocoder according to perceptual criteria in order to make its
parameters suitable both for statistical modelling and for spectral representation. Following
this approach, PDM with fixed and low dimensionality based on critical bands was proposed
in Chapter 4. Although experiments have shown that using only a limited number of sinusoids
can achieve good quality for analysis / synthesis, and PDM with real-valued amplitudes has
been proposed, there is no guarantee that those sinusoids are suitable for modelling. In this
section, our method for re-synthesis of the signal from the sparse representations of sinusoids
with minimum phase is presented and fully explained. Then we present a direct empirical eval-
uation section for both “direct” and “intermediate” approaches based on HMMs. A summary
comparison of the two methods we aim to compare is shown in Figure 5.5.
Although PDM can achieve good quality and meet all the above requirements for a vocoder,
it still cannot be directly integrated into HTS. In [78], both ak and bk are complex values, con-
taining both amplitude and phase. Amplitude parameters can be directly modelled by HTS.
But the phase which is contained in both the static and dynamic sinusoids cannot be modelled,
as the distribution of the sinusoids is too sparse to achieve correct phase unwrapping. Since
the experiments in last chapter show that the quality gap between PDM with real and com-
plex amplitude is not big, PDM with real-valued amplitude and slope using minimum phase
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((|Amaxk |+n|Bmaxk |)cos(2p f cenk n+q mink )) (5.28)
where f cenk represents each critical band centre. |Amaxk |, |Bmaxk | are the static and dynamic
amplitudes at the sinusoids which have the maximum spectral amplitude in each band. q mink
is the minimum phase derived from the amplitude. L is the number of selected critical bands.
Then, the real log static amplitude |Amaxk | and slope |Bmaxk | are modelled in separate streams to
represent spectrum parameters.

















Figure 5.6: Amplitude envelope from PDM (Cyan line: natural spectrum calculated from
FFT ; Red point: selected sinusoids |Amaxk | at each critical band; Blue line: envelope of the
harmonics |Ahark | recovered from |Amaxk |; )
From [78], we know that the critical bands become very sparse at higher frequencies. So
we increase the number of bands for HTS training, but still very few sinusoids are distributed
in this region. In [77], a listening test shows that in HMM-based synthesis, although HDM
and PDM perform almost the same during analysis, using HDM is significantly preferred
to using PDM at the synthesis stage. Therefore, after the generation of static and dynamic
amplitudes from HTS, instead of using PDM with interpolation, HDM is used to synthesise
speech, where amplitudes at each harmonic (|Ahark | and |Bhark |) are recovered from the sinusoids
of each critical band by putting its value equal to the one at the band centre (5.29). The
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((|Ahari |+n|Bhari |)cos(2pi f0n+q hari )) (5.29)
N is the number of harmonics in each frame: N = fs/2/ f0 ( fs: sampling frequency, f0:






i  f cenk );Bhari = Bmaxk ). For
the phase, q hari at each harmonic is derived from the discrete cepstra using function (5.26).
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Intermediate parameterisation
A standard open database mngu0 [150] containing 2836 sentences, spoken by a male British
speaker is utilized to train the statistical parametric speech synthesiser. The sampling fre-
quency is 16 kHz. The HMM based speech synthesis toolkit [213] is used for training multi-
stream models. HTS models the acoustic features generated from the vocoders with context-
dependent 5-state left-to-right no-skip HSMMs [212]. During synthesis, the parameter gen-
eration algorithm [184] considering global variance [178] is used to obtain both spectral and
excitation parameters. 50 sentences are randomly selected and excluded from the training
set for testing. Pitch synchronous spectral analysis with 40 Mel-cepstral coefficients [110]
is applied as a baseline. At synthesis time, the generated cepstra are converted to spectra.
Synthesis is then performed with simple excitation in the frequency domain followed by an
overlap-and-add procedure. To maintain equivalent dimensionality (40 coefficients for spec-
trum), the observation vectors of the systems listed in Table 5.2 are constructed as
• stream 1: 28 warped RDC for sinusoidal static amplitude, deltas and delta-deltas.
• stream 2, 3, 4: log F0, deltas and delta-deltas
• stream 5: 12 warped RDC for sinusoidal dynamic slope, deltas and delta-deltas.
Besides testing the statistically generated sentences, we also used a reference implementation
of the same 50 sentences to create stimuli using analysis / synthesis for each model listed in
Table 5.2. 33 subjects participated in the listening test. Several samples included in the test
are available online 1.
The aim of the first experiment is to compare speech generated using all harmonics on one
hand against using sparse sinusoids based on the perceptual criterion in PDM for computing
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/PDMcepDemo.html
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Figure 5.7: Preference results comparing analysis models for both analysis / synthesis (bot-
tom) and HMM synthesis (top)





Figure 5.8: Preference results comparing synthesis models for both analysis /synthesis (bot-
tom) and HMM synthesis (top)
the RDC on the other. A preference test was conducted to compare HarPDM and PDMPDM in
Table 5.2. Figure 5.7 shows that for analysis / synthesis, HarPDM is preferred to PDMPDM.
But with the addition of statistical modelling, there is no statistically significant difference
in preference between those two systems, which indicates that the sparse representation of
sinusoids based on critical bands can generate comparable quality of speech even if many
sinusoids at higher frequencies are not used to compute the RDC. Therefore, we can conclude
although using all harmonics could generate higher quality than the sparse representation for
analysis / synthesis, people cannot perceive the difference between these two systems after the
statistical modelling of the intermediate parameters.
Similarly, a second preference test is conducted to compare these two models for synthesis
when using all harmonics for RDC computation (HarPDM and HarHar in Table 5.2). The
number of parameters used for HDM is greater than for PDM. Therefore, using HDM should
generate speech with higher quality than the latter one from the same RDC. Results for both
analysis / synthesis and HMM synthesis in Figure 5.8 support this assumption.
Finally, all three models based on HMM synthesis listed in Table 5.2 are compared with
pitch synchronous analysis using Mel-cepstra (baseline) by way of a Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), test. Subjects are asked to rate the quality of speech on a one-to-five-point scale.
As can be seen in Figure 5.9, all three sinusoid-based models are preferred to the baseline.
Specifically, compared with HarPDM and PDMPDM, HarHar is preferred, which is consistent
with the results of our previous preference test.
To separate the vocal tract filter from the effects of periodic excitation, the Mel-cepstrum
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Figure 5.9: MOS results for systems based on HMM synthesis
with pitch synchronous analysis is used as our baseline. Pitch marks are thus needed for the
entire database, and the results are very much reliant on their accuracy. From the MOS test,
we can see that all three of the proposed systems give better quality than the baseline, and
crucially no pitch marks are currently used for them. We also investigate the degradation of
voice quality by using a sparse representation of sinusoids (PDM) compared with utilizing all
harmonics (HDM) for RDC calculation, as well as the interaction between statistical mod-
elling. HDM demonstrates higher quality compared to PDM by using cepstra as intermediate
parameters for analysis / synthesis, but this advantage from using all the harmonics is greatly
diminished following the integration of statistical modelling. It seems this number of sinusoids
is sufficient when their distribution is denser at lower frequencies and more sparse at higher
ones, which is compatible with human perception characteristics. Therefore, in the next sec-
tion, we will talk how to apply the PDM features (low and fixed dimensionality) directly into
the statistical models without applying the intermediate parameters.
5.5.2 Direct parameterisation
The same database and sentences described in the previous Section 5.5.1 are modelled by
context-dependent 5-state HSMMs [212]. The HTS HMM-based speech synthesis system
[213] is used for training the multi-stream models. During synthesis, the parameter generation
algorithm [184] both with and without global variance [178] is used to get both spectral coeffi-
cients and excitation. To help gauge system quality, the STRAIGHT cepstrum-based vocoder
with mixed excitation [216] is used as a baseline. Each observation vector and dimensions for
the three systems are constructed as detailed in Table 5.1. Several samples are available on the
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Table 5.3: Stream configuration for the three systems tested. Streams include respective delta
and delta-delta features.
STR (STRAIGHT) INT (Intermediate modelling










Stream2,3,4 logF0 (+ separate D
and DD)




40 warped RDCs for
dynamic amplitude
50 sinusoidal log slope









Figure 5.10: MOS results with (blue) and without (green) GV.
webpage 2.
To evaluate quality, 50 testing sentences (chosen randomly and excluded from the train-
ing set) are synthesised by the three systems listed in Table 5.3, using configurations both
with and without GV. 30 native English subjects participate in the listening test, conducted in
sound-treated perceptual testing booths with headphones. The MOS test is used to measure
overall quality. Subjects are asked to rate the quality of speech on a one-to-five-point scale.
From Figure 5.10, we can see for the condition without GV, STR, DIR and INT can generate
comparable quality based on HMM synthesis. With the addition of GV modelling, while both
STR and INT are greatly improved and the performance of INT seems even preferred to STR
(not statistically significant), there is no quality improvement for DIR.
In order to further confirm the effect of including GV on both proposed systems, another
2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/PDMHDMDemo.html
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Figure 5.11: Preference test for the performance of GV for both proposed systems
preference test is conducted. The same 30 native listeners participated in this test to give their
preference in term of quality. Figure 5.8 shows that while INT with GV is strongly preferred,
there is no difference between the DIR with GV and the one without GV. Therefore, we can
conclude that GV does not improve performance when applied to sinusoidal parameters di-
rectly.
For this male voice, our results show that using intermediate parameters for sinusoidal
statistical speech synthesis can achieve good quality compared to the state-of-the-art vocoder,
which is consistent with [51]. Discrete cepstra converted from the dynamic slope are also
trained in the system, which helps improve quality. Note that the complexity and computation
cost of HDM is also less. In our second proposed approach, sinusoidal parameters are trained
directly in HTS. Although it can generate relatively good quality speech, we have found clas-
sical GV doesn’t improve its performance. This is similar to findings with LSPs [105]. We
believe that, since sinusoidal parameters are closely tied to the frequency domain, similar to
LSPs, our future work should investigate post-filtering, GV modelling in the frequency do-
main or minimum generation error as alternatives. Moreover, since information loss can occur
during transfer to an intermediate parameterisation, and sinusoidal features are more phys-
ically meaningful and related with perception, we argue the direct modelling approach still
holds significant interest. In future work, different system configurations and more speakers
should also be tested.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we focused on how to apply DSMs into a statistical parametric synthesis sys-
tem. Two strategies for modelling sinusoidal parameters have been compared: converting to
an intermediate parameterisation or using sinusoidal parameters for training directly. Whereas
our previous chapter focused on analysis / synthesis, this chapter proposes a new representa-
tion of sinusoidal parameters and successfully implements it in TTS by modelling sinusoidal
features directly. A DSM with real-valued amplitude and slope is used. Depending on each
approach, different sinusoidal models (HDM/PDM) have been applied during analysis and
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synthesis. The implementations of HDM from PDM at synthesis stage have also been pre-
sented. Our experiments have shown that HDM using intermediate parameters can achieve
better quality than both the state-of-art vocoder and the direct sinusoidal feature modelling.
Nevertheless, the direct modelling approach still also seems a promising alternative, which
merits further investigation. So in the next chapter, we will discuss how to continue to im-
prove the quality of DIR by using it in conjunction with other acoustic models.
Chapter 6
Applying DSM to DNN-based statistical
parametric synthesis
“The question ’What is a neural network?’ is ill-posed.”
Allan Pinkus (1946-)
To further improve the quality of TTS, there have been many attempts to develop a more
accurate acoustic model for SPSS. This is also our second hypothesis: finding an alternative
statistical model to further improve the quality of a synthesised voice. In this chapter, an al-
ternative model, a deep neural network, is used to replace the HMM for mapping linguistic
features to sinusoidal features. Because DNNs have fewer restrictions on the feature extrac-
tion, multi-task learning is further applied to combine the two parameterisation methods for
model refinement.
6.1 Motivation
For a typical HTS system [213], diagonal covariance matrices are used, assuming that indi-
vidual components in each vocoder feature vector are not correlated. Although both static and
dynamic features from PDM are selected according to human perception criteria and are not
dependent on pitch, from heatmaps of the correlation between parameters in PDM (Figure
6.1), we can see that the features are nevertheless highly correlated, which cannot in theory be
modelled accurately by conventional HTS.
These requirements have put great limitations on feature extraction pipelines. Although us-
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Figure 6.1: Heatmap of correlation (red=high, blue=low) between features for static ampli-
tude (left) and dynamic slope components (right) in PDM.
ing full covariance model or its approximations [59, 218] can ease the problem, as mentioned
above, difficulties come with using HMMs with higher-dimensional output spaces. Therefore,
though we have found that PDM can generate high quality speech in analysis / synthesis [78],
its performance is not satisfactory when used with HTS [79].
One method to overcome this is to use an alternative statistical scheme, which is not subject
to the same constraints. A deep neural network (DNN)-based acoustic model [68] can easily
be trained on high dimensional feature vectors, even with large correlation between compo-
nents. Recent experiments have shown the effectiveness of DNN-based statistical parametric
system over competing approaches. However, all those systems make use of source-filter
vocoders, where the spectrum vectors are represented as Mel-cepstra or line spectral pairs for
modelling. Features extracted from sinusoidal models have not been exploited in DNN-based
systems. So in this chapter, we replace HMMs with DNNs for sinusoidal-based synthesis
using both the “intermediate” and “direct” modelling approaches. And we assert DNNs are
well-suited for modelling sinusoidal features for the following reasons:
1. They offer an efficient representation of complex regularities between input variables to
capture the high-level relationship between sinusoids.
2. They can easily be trained on high dimensional features, enabling us to increase the
number of sinusoids.
3. Multiple hidden layers have the potential to learn non-linear feature mappings more
accurately and efficiently.
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Figure 6.2: A single neuron [128]
6.2 DNN synthesis system
6.2.1 Deep neural networks
For a neural network, it is more proper to use the definition of "artificial neural network"
(ANN) , as it is a family of models inspired by biological neural networks, which are much
more complicated than these mathematical models we use for ANNs [88]. The neural network
is comprised of neurons defined as taking some weighted input and producing a single output.
For the simplest neural network which contains only a single neuron (Figure 6.2), assuming
the inputs are x = [x1, ...,xN ], the weights for each input are w = [w1, ...,wN ] and the biased
term is b, f is the activation function. Then the output can be described as:





The activation function f (.) can either be linear or non-linear. For the non-linear ones,
sigmoid function ( f (z) = 1exp( z) ) or tanh function ( f (z) =
ez e z
ez+e z ) are usually used. By varying
the weights and threshold, we can get different models. But for a single layer perceptron, it
can only be capable of learning linearly separable patterns. So the neural network model
containing several layers of neurons (Figure 6.3) is developed acting as a non-linear activation
function, e.g.: the feedforward neural networks, radial basis function network and recurrent
network, etc. Specifically, the feedforward neural networks that contain no loop are used here
as an alternative model to replace the HMM acoustic model. The weights and biases can either
be initialised randomly or by some unsupervised learning pre-training, which can provide a
better starting point for the later fine-tuning. To quantify how well the output approximates







|| f (xt)  yt ||2 (6.2)
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Figure 6.3: Neural network
where T is the total number of the training input, f (xt) is the vector of the output from the
network while yt is the actual goal. The aim of training is to find a set of weights and biases
to minimise the cost, where gradient descent is used here for learning. Supposing the gradient
is —C = ∂C∂w , the learning rate is h , the weights w and biases b can be updated repeatedly by:
w ! w0 = w h ∂C
∂w
(6.3)
b ! b0 = b h ∂C
∂b
(6.4)
To speed up the learning, the stochastic gradient descent training algorithm is usually ap-
plied. Its principles are similar to the ordinary descent but the algorithm processes quickly.
The gradient is updated from just a few samples each time other than updated from the entire
training examples. For computing the gradient —C, the backpropagation algorithm is intro-
duced [68]. For updating the weights. Assuming xlj and b
l
j are the input and bias of the
jthneuron in the l layer, function (6.1) can be further described as the sum of all neurons in
the previous layer:
xlj = f (z
l







According to the chain rule, the gradient of the weight (—C = ∂C∂w ) can be rewritten as:






















A lot of techniques have been developed to improve the performance of the network. The
common technique like L2 regularization [127] can be added to reduce over-fitting, the cost













where l1 is referred to as regularisation parameter or weight decay (it makes weights smaller)
[149]. It constrains the network to be relatively simple and more resistant to noise. Another
regulation skill is L1 regularisation, where we can add the sum of the absolute values of the











T Âw |w| (6.10)
As we can see, L1 shrinks the weight much less than L2. Another technique usually used is
momentum for controlling how fast an optimisation converges to the optimal point. It enables
the objective function to be at a slow convergence after the initial steep gains [68]. Assume
the velocity variable is v. µ is the momentum hyper parameter, then the gradient descent
(w ! w0 = w h ∂C∂w ) can be rewritten as:
v ! v0 = µw h ∂C
∂w
(6.11)
w ! w0 = w+ v0 (6.12)
6.2.2 Training and generation using DNN
The first application of a neural network for speech synthesis was proposed in around 1990s
[186]. A time-delay neural network was used to perform the phonetic to acoustic mapping.
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At that time, the distributed architecture included a limited number of neurons due to the
limitation of the computation power and memory. However, the high speech GPU machines
made it possible to process a large amount of data with a neural network.
Moreover, the mature technology applied in HMM-based SPSS have sped up the process
of acoustic modelling using DNN based on more data and layers. In [106, 142, 220], the
decision trees in HMM-based synthesis were replaced by DNNs to map the linguistic fea-
tures to acoustic feature distributions. The weights can either be randomly initialized [220]
or layer wise pretrained [142]. Global variance is used during synthesis time for both papers.
To predict a better variance, a deep mixture density network was proposed for predicting the
full probability density function of acoustic features [211] at each frame. In [142], it further
showed that giving aligned state boundaries is helpful for decreasing training error, so state
position and duration are included in our system for the input. In [106], a vector space repre-
sentation of linguistic context is used for the neural network. The prosody of synthetic speech
can be controlled by simply supplementing basic linguistic features with a sentence level con-
trol vector in the DNN training [192]. In [200], speaker adaptation is performed at three
different levels based on DNN system: i-vector, learning hidden unit contribution and feature
space transformation are combined together. Results demonstrate that DNN can achieve better
adaptation performance than HMM in terms of quality and speaker similarity.
But DNN-based SPSS is not a sequential learning model, and the correlation between adja-
cent frames is ignored. Therefore, recurrent neural networks (RNN) [210], which embody
the dependence between neighboring frames, have become popular in recent years. But its
gradient is easily vanished in the standard RNN training [17]. To remember the long depen-
dencies between consecutive frames, the long short term memory (LSTM) which includes
units with “input”, ”output” and “forget” gates was proposed to keep the memory, and results
[210] show the predicted features can form a smooth trajectory the same as using dynamic fea-
tures. In [198], the importance of each component is studied and a simplified architecture with
only a forget gate is proposed to reduce parameters. As this is the our first study to use INT
and DIR features with neural networks, the traditional DNN with parameter generation algo-
rithm is applied as our system baseline and all the experiments in this chapter are conducted
on this model (Flowchart is shown in Figure 6.4).
To train the DNN, an HMM system is first trained to obtain the forced alignment labelling.
To derive input features for the DNN, linguistic text is converted to a sequence of features
containing 592 binary answers for categorical linguistic questions (those used for decision
tree clustering in the HMM system) and 9 numerical values [199] such as frame position in
the current HMM state and phoneme, state position in the current phoneme and state- and
phoneme-duration. In addition, a voiced/unvoiced binary value is also added to the output














Figure 6.4: Flowchart summarising DNN-based synthesis
features to model the continuous, interpolated logF0. Prior to training, the acoustic output
features are normalised to have zero-mean and unit-variance, whereas the input features are
normalised to be within 0.01–0.99 based on their minimum and maximum values in the train-
ing data. For the experiments here, silence at the beginning and end of sentences is removed
during modelling. The tanh and linear activation functions are used for hidden and output
layers respectively. The mini-batch size is set to 256 and the maximum epochs is set to 25.
The number of hidden layers is set to 6, with 1024 units per layer. The momentum for the
first 10 epochs is set as 0.3 with a learning rate of 0.002, and then increases to 0.9 with a
learning rate halved at each epoch. The learning rate for the top two layers is set to half that
of other layers. During synthesis, output features from the DNN are set as mean vectors, and
the pre-computed variances from all training data are used as covariance parameters for the
vocoder parameter generation.
6.3 Parameterisation method I: INT & DIR individually
In [79], a dynamic sinusoidal model with a time-varying term for amplitude refinement was
introduced, under which speech is represented as a sum of static amplitudes ak and their dy-
namic slopes bk, with frequency fk and phase qk:






Static amplitude AHDM = [a1,a2, ...,aK]T and dynamic slope BHDM = [b1,b2, ...,bK]T are cal-
culated using the least squares criterion between the original and estimated speech. When
sinusoids are located at frequencies of fk = k ⇤ f0 (k = [1,2, ...,K]; K: number of harmonics
per frame; f0 :pitch), the DSM becomes the harmonic dynamic model.
However, the sinusoidal parameters at every harmonic frequency cannot be modelled di-
rectly [79]. Accordingly, two methods have been proposed to apply the DSM for SPSS. In
the first method (INT), RDC computed from all harmonic amplitudes are employed as an in-
termediate parameterisation for statistical modelling. During synthesis, sinusoidal amplitude
and phase can be derived as:









cai sin(2p fki) (6.15)
where ca, Pa represent the RDC and its dimensionality for the static amplitudes respectively
(Details are shown in Chapter 5). Assuming W is a diagonal matrix representing the Hanning
window and fs is the sampling frequency, M =[1, 2cos(2p f1⇤1fs ), ..., 2cos(2p
fK⇤1
fs ); ...; 1,
2cos(2p f1⇤Kfs ); 2cos(2p
fK⇤K






Pa ]) for A
HDM can be estimated
using LS [164] between the natural and estimated spectra with a regularisation term R [170]:
CHDMa = (M
TWM+lR) 1MTW log |AHDM| (6.16)
By replacing T = (MTWM+lR) 1MTW , the RDC for static amplitude becomes (similar
calculation for CHDMb ):
CHDMa = T
HDM
a log |AHDM| (6.17)
For the DIR method, we model log |A| and log |B| explicitly. For this, similar to Chapter
5, PDM with fixed and low dimensionality is applied to satisfy modelling constraints. The
sinusoidal component which has the maximum spectral amplitude within each critical band
is selected, and then its initial frequency is substituted by the critical band centre frequency
(amaxm = aim = max{a1m, ...,aim, ...,aNm};bmaxm = bim; N: number of harmonics in band m). The
real static log amplitude of log |APDM| (APDM = [amax1 ,amax2 , ...,amaxM ]) and slope log |BPDM|




M ], where M is the number of bands) are modelled together with
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Table 6.1: Potential parameters for multi-task learning
INT DIR
log |AHDM|; log |BHDM| log |APDM|; log |BPDM|
CHDMa =
T HDMa log |AHDM|
CHDMb =
T HDMb log |BHDM|
CPDMa =
T PDMa log |APDM|
CPDMb =
























Figure 6.5: Standard DNN-based speech synthesis for INT (Standard-INT: system (a)) and
DIR (Standard-DIR: system (b))
other acoustic features (pitch, voiced/unvoiced flag). During synthesis, HDM is used for gen-
erating speech, where amplitudes at each harmonic (|AHDM| , |BHDM|) are assigned the ampli-
tude of the centre frequency of the critical band in which they lie (shown in Chapter 5). Figure
6.5 gives an overview of both methods for integrating the DSM into DNN-based speech syn-
thesis.
6.4 Parameterisation method II: INT & DIR combined
In the previous section, only the decision tree is replaced by a single neural network, and
speech is ultimately generated from either method individually. But in principle, although
DIR and INT constitute different parameterisations of a DSM for use in a statistical model,
there are potentially useful connections to be drawn between them as following, and in this
section, we try to fuse the INT and DIR methods at both the modelling and synthesis stages.
1) Harmonic amplitudes are transformed to differing types of spectral feature for statistical
modelling, but for synthesis, harmonic amplitudes need to be recovered again. The HDM
vocoder is used in both cases.
























Figure 6.6: top: MTL network with one main task and a secondary task; bottom: Multi-task
















Figure 6.7: Fusion of phase for multi-task learning (Multi-DIR-Phase: system (e)); f0 and
phase are shared (yellow part) by the two systems;

















Figure 6.8: Fusion of amplitudes for multi-task learning (Multi-Fusion: system (f))
2) For DIR, cepstra must still be calculated from generated sinusoids after statistical mod-
elling in order to obtain minimum phase. Such cepstra are explicitly retained for modelling in
the INT approach.
3) Although cepstra and log amplitudes may in principle be converted to each other by
a known matrix, we have found the specific ways we derive these parameters mean they can
contain complementary spectral information. On that basis, we have been led to consider
making full use of coefficients trained from both methods by combining them together.
6.4.1 Training: Multi-task learning
DNN-based SPSS is highly suited for sinusoidal models not only because of its ability to
model correlated features, but also because it imposes fewer restrictions on feature extraction
pipelines. Multi-task learning (MTL) [29] has been proposed to improve the generalisation
of a neural network for tasks such as speech recognition [107, 137], spoken language un-
derstanding [187] and natural language processing [35]. Here, we apply MTL for learning
spectral representations from both INT and DIR methods.
In MTL, extra target outputs associated with additional tasks are added to the original out-
put for training the network. This shared representation can help train a better model for the
main task by forcing it to learn one or more related tasks at the same time [29]. As the addi-
tional task is only used during training time for improving the network generalization ability,
during synthesis time, the added task is ignored, and, hence, the complexity and synthesis time
is not changed. By augmenting the primary task, some missing dependencies existing in the
context-dependent acoustic model can be learned [199]. Therefore, the choice of secondary
task plays an important role in improving the generalisation of the model.
In [199], acoustic features and various secondary features were trained together to improve
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Figure 6.9: Single-task training (left): the models are training separately; Multi-task training
(right): the model is jointly trained to predict output1 and output2
voice quality, demonstrating that the statistical model can be improved if the second task is
chosen well. Specifically, the additional task should not only be related to the primary task, but
also give more information about the model structure [162], with parameter sharing serving
to improve the structure of the model. The flowcharts of single-task training (left) and multi-
task training are shown in Figure 6.9. RDC and log amplitudes can be transformed to each
other through matrix T easily (see function (6.17)), so we can combine the INT and DIR
methods together using MTL to refine the model. To identify which parameters are suitable
for multi-task training, we have tested the potential parameter combinations to represent the
DSMs listed in Table 6.1.
As we can see, for INT, harmonic amplitudes (AHDM, BHDM) have varying dimensionality
and cannot be used directly, so CHDMa and CHDMb derived from all harmonics are chosen as the
first task. For DIR (column 2), in [77], perceptual preference tests show that RDC computed
from all harmonics can generate better speech quality than the one (CPDMa , CPDMb ) calculated
from PDM. The steps involved in transforming AHDM and BHDM to cepstra can lead to the
loss of spectral detail. Moreover, amplitudes from PDM can also serve as a complementary
feature for modelling the spectral parameters, which may not be fully captured in CHDMa and
CHDMb . Therefore, primary parameters C
HDM
a and CHDMb from INT are augmented to include
a second task (APDM and BPDM) from DIR together with pitch information for multi-task
learning. The flow chart of the multi-task learning is shown in Figure 6.6. During synthesis,
speech is resynthesised from “intermediate” and “direct” methods individually.
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Figure 6.10: Spectral envelope derived from harmonic amplitude using INT (green) and DIR
(red); natural speech FFT (blue).
6.4.2 Synthesis: Fusion
Usually, after training the shared tasks, only outputs from the primary task are used and outputs
from secondary tasks are discarded. The additional parameters are merely intended to improve
optimisation of the trainable network parameters. But for the outputs of MTL in Figure 6.6, the
generated parameters from both tasks can be used for synthesising speech. Although features
from INT and DIR are combined for MTL, cepstra and log amplitudes are separated again after
parameter generation and then transformed to harmonic amplitudes for synthesis individually.
Therefore, there is no interactive combination of features themselves. However, from Figure
6.6, we can see both the INT and DIR methods use the HDM vocoder for synthesis, with the
main difference being how to derive HDM amplitude and phase. In this section, we discuss
how to combine the two methods during synthesis stage, focussing on these two aspects.
From systems (c) and (d) in Figure 6.6, we can see that in order to get HDM phase for syn-
thesising, RDCs (Ca, Cb) need to be computed first. For INT, CHDMa and CHDMb are extracted
from all harmonics and explicitly modelled. Meanwhile, for DIR, the generated sparse ampli-
tudes (APDM, BPDM) need to be extended to harmonic amplitudes first and then transformed
to RDC (eCHDMa , eCHDMb ) using function (6.17). However, since more sinusoids are used to
calculate CHDMa , CHDMb in INT than the eCHDMa and eCHDMb used in DIR, eq HDM in DIR may not
be as accurate as q HDM derived from INT. Therefore, to test whether this inaccurate phase is
the main cause for lower voice quality of DIR (system (d) in Figure 6.6), we “borrow” phase
from INT to use for DIR with the aim of improving the performance of DIR subsequent to the
multi-task learning (system (e) in Figure 6.7).
Figure 6.10 shows the spectral envelope derived from the harmonic amplitudes using each
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Figure 6.11: Log-spectral distance when using the fusion method with different weightings of
INT for both the validation set (blue) and testing set (red)
method. Although perceptual experiments have shown that system (a) can generate better
quality than (b) [81] in Figure 6.5, the error between the natural and estimated envelopes varies
for different frequencies. Therefore, we propose to combine the two methods by minimising
the fused log-spectral distance (LSD) (System 6.8). If lINT and lDIR are the LSD for the
entire frequency band ( fs/2) between generated speech and natural speech using INT and
DIR respectively, we can minimise the following objective function by varying the weight g:
lFusion = glINT +(1  g)lDIR (6.18)
The optimal weight can be identified by varying g from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. The
value which results in the lowest LSD (lFusion) on the development set will be selected. Fig-
ure 6.11 shows average lFusion with different weights for the development and test sets. We
observe the same trend for both sets. Therefore, weight g optimised with the development set
is used during synthesis in the experiment. To further improve quality, we extend g to be a
vector ° = [g1, ...,gi...,gM] (M is the band number) and minimise the LSD for each band.
6.5 Experiments
6.5.1 INT & DIR individually
Speech data from a British male professional speaker is used for training speaker-dependent
HMM- and DNN-based SPSS systems using a STRAIGHT vocoder (STR) with Mel cepstra
and band excitation [216], HDM with RDC as intermediate parameters (INT), and PDM direct
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Table 6.2: Stream configuration for the three HMM-based systems tested. Streams include
respective delta and delta-delta features.
STR (STRAIGHT) INT (Intermediate) DIR (Direct)
Stream1 50 Mel-cepstral
coefficients




Stream2,3,4 logF0 (+ separate D and
DD)
logF0 (+ separate D and
DD)
logF0 (+ separate D and
DD)
Stream5 25 aperiodicities (dB) 50 warped RDCs for
dynamic amplitude
50 sinusoidal log slope
modelling (DIR). The HMM stream configuration is shown in Table 6.2. The database [150]
consists of 2400 utterances for the training set, 70 utterances for development and 72 utter-
ances for testing, with a sample rate of 16kHz. In HTS, 5-state context-dependent multi-stream
hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM) [212] are used. LogF0 is modelled with a multi-space
probability distribution [183]. For the DNN systems, output features are the voiced/unvoiced
binary value and features (depending on the vocoder used) listed in Table 6.2. For synthe-
sis, the maximum likelihood parameter generation algorithm [184] with GV [178] and post-
filtering variance scaling [166] are used to get both spectral coefficients and excitation for both
HMM and DNN systems respectively. Generated samples are available 1.
We first compute test set error for the three vocoders with both HMMs and DNNs. Root
mean square error (RMSE) for pitch and voiced/unvoiced error rate are used to evaluate exci-
tation. We would also like to compare spectral parameter error. However, since incompatible
spectral parameters are used for analysis and synthesis, it is not possible to do this directly.
LSD computed from the synthesised waveform is thus compared for this. In addition, cep-
strum and aperiodicity error are measured using Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [97] for
STR and INT, while RMSE of sinusoid log amplitude is used for DIR.
From Table 6.3, it can be seen that most error rates have improved by using DNNs versus
HMMs. Specifically, we find error drops most when using a DNN for DIR, compared with
the comparable results for the other two vocoders. Figures 6.13 and 6.12 also show that log
amplitude envelopes and spectral trajectories generated from the DNN systems are closer to
the natural ones compared with those of the HMM-systems.
By way of a subjective evaluation, a MUSHRA test [148] is conducted to further compare
the vocoders. Twenty native English subjects participate, listening in sound-treated perceptual
testing booths with headphones. Twenty sets of utterances, each of which included 6 synthe-
sised speech and 1 natural speech (hidden reference), are randomly selected from the testing
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/LeDNN15Demo.html
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Figure 6.12: Top: comparison of trajectories for the 2nd static RDC feature (ca1) from HDM
for one utterance; Bottom: comparison of trajectories of the 2nd static amplitude (log|A1| )
from PDM for one utterance (Green: natural trajectory; Blue: HMM generated trajectory;
Red: DNN generated trajectory)
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of log amplitude envelopes for both HDM (top) and PDM (bottom)
for one frame (Green: natural speech FFT; Dashed blue: envelope of natural speech (cal-
culated with HDM or PDM resp.); Red: HMM generated envelope; Black: DNN generated
envelope).
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Table 6.3: Objective error for HMM and DNN systems (CEP: MCD for mel cepstrum
(db); BAP: MCD for aperiodicities (db); RDC_ak: MCD for RDC of static amplitude (db);
RDC_bk: MCD for RDC of dynamic slope (db); log|Ak| : log static amplitude (db); log|Bk|
: log static amplitude (db); F0: Mean squared error for pitch (Hz); V/UV: voiced/unvoiced
error rate (%); LSD: Log spectrum distortion)
STR
CEP BAP F0 V/UV LSD
HTS 4.65 4.08 9.82 5.41% 1.15
DNN 4.55 4.03 11.04 3.96% 1.17
INT
RDC_ak RDC_bk F0 V/UV LSD
HTS 2.78 6.14 10.04 6.23% 1.23
DNN 2.53 5.09 9.51 4.27% 1.13
DIR
log |Ak| log |Bk| F0 V/UV LSD
HTS 7.12 10.20 10.26 8.30% 1.33
DNN 5.50 8.85 9.41 4.14% 1.15
set and rated by each listener. The MUSHRA scores are shown in Figure 6.14. It can be seen
that all three vocoders were preferred when used with DNNs compared to with HMMs. This
is consistent with the results in Table 6.3. For the HMM-based systems, both STR and INT
are preferred over DIR. The same pattern of preference is observed for the DNN systems,
though the gap between DNN-DIR system and HTS-STR system is smaller. In addition, we
find INT achieve better performance than STR (statistically significant with p value: 0.0021)
using DNNs, indicating that DSM should preferably be used in conjunction with DNNs. Fi-
nally, another listening test is conducted to compare preferences of generation for the DNN
systems both with and without GV. The results in Figure 6.15 show that speech generated with
GV is clearly preferred for both STR and INT, but this strong preference drops for DIR, in line
with previous findings in Chapter 5.
6.5.2 INT & DIR together
The same database and DNN system used in the previous experiment (Section 6.5.1) is ap-
plied. 25 native English subjects participated, listening in sound-treated perceptual booths
with headphones. Generated samples are available online2. A short summary of all systems is
listed in Table 6.4.









DNN−STR DNN−INT DNN−DIR HTS−STR HTS−INT HTS−DIR
Figure 6.14: Box plot of MUSHRA ratings (Medians: solid red horizontal lines; Means:
dashed horizontal green lines; Box edges represent 25% and 75% quantiles; Natural speech
was not plotted as it was always rated as 100)
Table 6.4: Different DNN-based SPSS parameterisation methods using sinusoidal models
ID System Methods MTL Fusion GV
Standard-INT (a) INT No No No
Standard-DIR (b) DIR No No No
Multi-INT (c) INT Yes No No
Multi-DIR (d) DIR Yes No No
Multi-DIR-Phase (e) DIR Yes Phase No
Multi-Fusion (f) Combined Yes Amplitude No
Multi-Fusion50 (g) Combined Yes Amplitude
50 bands
No
Multi-Fusion50-GV (h) Combined Yes Amplitude
50 bands
Yes
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Figure 6.15: Preference results for DNN systems with and without GV
Table 6.5: Objective results comparing DNN-based synthesis with and without multi-task
learning.
INT
CHDMa CHDMb f0 V/UV LSD
Standard 2.53 5.09 9.51 4.27% 1.13
Multitask 2.40 5.06 9.55 4.13% 1.12
DIR
log |APDM| log |BPDM| f0 V/UV LSD
Standard 5.50 8.85 9.41 4.14% 1.15
Multitask 5.35 9.12 9.55 4.13% 1.13
set were compared, as shown in Table 6.5. LSD computed from the synthesised waveform
was compared. In addition, cepstrum error was measured using MCD [97] for INT, while
RMS error of sinusoid log amplitude was used for DIR. We can see that most error rates were
improved by multi-task training. Figure 6.16 shows preference test results between Standard-
INT (system(a) in Figure 6.5) and Multi-INT (system(c) in Figure 6.6), and Standard-DIR
(system(b) in Figure 6.5) and Multi-DIR (system(d) in Figure 6.6). We can see that for both
methods, systems with MTL were preferred compared with the non-MTL equivalents. This
indicates features derived using INT and DIR complement each other and so refine the acoustic
model. Specifically, we find increased performance is especially evident for DIR.
To evaluate the fusion of phase, a preference test was conducted to compare Multi-DIR
(d) and Multi-DIR-Phase (system(e) in Figure 6.7) with phase “borrowed” from Multi-INT.
Figure 6.17 shows there is no clear preference between these two systems. From this we con-
clude that phase (eq HDM) recovered from the sparse amplitudes is no worse than that computed
from RDC using all harmonics. To test the effectiveness of fusing harmonic sinusoid ampli-
tudes, we compared systems using function (6.18) for one band (Multi-Fusion (system(f) in
Figure 6.8)) and multiple bands (Multi-Fusion50 (system(g) in Table 6.4)) respectively with
Multi-INT (system(c) in Figure 6.6), which gave the best quality in all our systems so far.
Figure 6.17 and 6.18 show that for both one band and multiple bands, systems using the fu-
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Figure 6.16: Preference test to demonstrate the effect of multi-task learning for direct (top)
and intermediate (bottom) parameterisation with 95% confidence interval





Figure 6.17: Preference test to investigate the effectiveness of fusion of amplitudes (top) and
phase (bottom) with 95% confidence interval
sion method can give better performance than the system using only MTL. Finally, in [81] and
[79], listening test results showed that while using GV [178] was greatly preferred for the INT
method, this strong preference dropped for DIR in both HMM and DNN cases. As the fusion
method trained from the MTL is a combination of features from both, another preference test
was conducted to explore whether GV is still effective for the fusion case. We compared sys-
tems with and without GV for the fusion method using multiple bands. The strong preference
in Figure 6.18 shows GV still works for the proposed method (Multi-Fusion50-GV (system(h)
in Table 6.4)).





Figure 6.18: Preference test to investigate the effectiveness of using GV (top) and multiple
fusion band weights (bottom) with 95% confidence interval
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel approach to employing sinusoidal vocoders in DNN-
based SPSS. As the correlations between features in the DSM cannot be modelled satisfac-
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torily by a typical HMM-based system with diagonal covariance, we have applied and tested
DNNs for modelling features from either direct sinusoidal parameters or intermediate cepstra.
Our objective and listening test results have shown DNNs can improve quality for both inter-
mediate and direct modelling. For exploiting DNN capabilities, these two methods are further
fused together at the statistical modelling and synthesis levels. For statistical training, multi-
task learning which models cepstra (from INT) and log amplitudes (from DIR) are trained
together as primary and secondary tasks. Objective results and preference tests show that both
tasks contribute to improving modelling accuracy. For synthesis, instead of discarding pa-
rameters from the second task, a fusion method using harmonic amplitudes derived from both
tasks is applied. Preference tests show the proposed method gives further improved perfor-
mance, and that this applies to synthesising both with and without global variance parameters.
Chapter 7
Applying DSM for CVNN-based
statistical parametric synthesis
“There can be very little of present-day science and technology that is not dependent on com-
plex numbers in one way or another”
Keith Devlin (1947-)
In previous chapters, the k-th complex amplitudeAke jqk is not variant with time n, so we
can represent it as a whole, referred to as complex amplitude ak. qk contains clues from both
glottal flow and vocal tract, minimum phase and residual phase, which contribute greatly to
the quality of speech. However, as the phase information cannot be modelled directly, only
minimum phase derived from the spectral amplitude is used during resynthesis in Chapter 5
and 6.
In this chapter, an alternative model referred to as a complex-valued neural network is
applied for SPSS. A complex exponential function, which has singularity points at ±• only
is used at the output layer while Sinh is used as hidden activation function. A complex-
valued back-propagation algorithm using a logarithmic minimisation criterion which includes
both amplitude and phase errors is used as a learning rule. In this preliminary work, three
parameterisation methods are studied for mapping text to acoustic features: cepstrum / real-
valued log amplitude, complex amplitude with minimum phase and complex amplitude with
mixed phase. Our results show the potential of using CVNN for modelling both real and
complex-valued acoustic features.
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7.1 Motivation
For many real-valued signals (e.g. image or audio), one of the most frequently used approaches
is frequency domain analysis such as the Fourier transform, which normally leads us to a single
z 2C in an Euler representation of the complex domain,
z = Aei⇤j = A(cosj + isinj)
where A 2 R and j 2 R are the amplitude and phase of the signal respectively. The statistical
behaviour and properties of amplitude spectra and related parameterisations (e.g.: cepstrum,
LSPs or log amplitudes to describe the coarse structure of the spectrum) are well known and
have been used in many speech processing applications. Various models have been proposed
to model the statistical behaviour of these parameters, e.g. hidden Markov models [213], deep
neural networks [220] and linear dynamic models [185].
Meanwhile, recent studies have elaborated the potential of using phase features in speech
enhancement [133], recognition [161] and synthesis [110]. The common strategy among these
methods is to analyse and model the amplitude and phase separately. There have been various
attempts at phase representation, e.g. relative phase shift (RPS) [157], group delay [168],
phase dispersion [3], phase distortion [38] and the complex cepstrum [110] for speech syn-
thesis. For example, in [110] and [36], complex cepstra or a cepstrum-like representation
calculated from the standard deviation of phase distortion have been modelled, respectively,
using an additional independent stream in HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis
to improve the quality of the vocoded speech. Phase manipulation can also be used to weight
the noise and periodic signal for introducing randomness into the excitation signal.
An alternative approach to such explicit and separated amplitude and phase feature repre-
sentations is to combine amplitude and phase together by representing a signal as a complex
value z = u+ iv 2 C, and then to model the signal z using a new statistical model, which
can deal with complex numbers directly. Here we may use both the amplitude and phase
information of the signal as a part of the new objective function in the complex domain
EC(z) = ÊC(A,j) for learning the models so that the model can consider errors of the am-
plitude A and phase j of the signal z jointly.
There are a few pioneering-works that have extended statistical models into the complex
domain. In [63], it has defined a “complex normal distribution” using a mean vector, covari-
ance and relation matrices, which is a normal distribution in the complex domain. Although
few literatures have shown related work about how to define HMMs for complex-value ob-
servations, there are a few nice attempts to extend neural networks into the complex domain,
which is referred to as a “complex-valued neural network (CVNN)” [5, 69, 92, 100, 159].
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Since the DNN, which uses many stacked layers, has shown its effectiveness for improving
the quality of synthetic speech, it is theoretically and scientifically interesting to extend the
neural network-based speech synthesis framework into the CVNN framework.
7.2 Complex-valued network
7.2.1 Overview
The CVNN is an extension of a (usual) real-valued neural network (RVNN), whose input
and output signals and parameters such as weights and thresholds are all complex numbers (the
activation function is a phase-dependent complex-valued function). Since the input and output
signals are complex numbers, the advantage of a CVNN is its high capability for representing
2-dimensional information naturally and processing real-world information with both phase
(time) and amplitude (energy) (referred to as complex-amplitude) in an explicit way. It has
been successfully used to study landmine, sonar and image blur identification [69]. Although
there is no relevant document for CVNN-based speech technology, there have been historical
applications of CVNNs for various wave-related fields, like sonic waves, electronic waves [70]
and also image processing. Its self-organisation and generalisation manner can realise a more
suitable design than RVNN even when only simple amplitude is presented [69].
From the literature, there have been several CVNN methods developed by different re-
search groups. The most direct and simple method is to treat the complex-valued input or
output as a two dimensional independent real-valued signal (real / imaginary part, amplitude /
phase part) and then use a conventional RVNN model for its data, which is referred to as a split
complex-valued network (Split CVNN). Its weights can be either real or complex-valued. In
the second case including complex weights, for a better approximation of the gradient, in
[100], a new split complex backpropagation algorithm (BP) is proposed to derive the partial
derivative respect to real and imaginary part separately (wi j(n) = wRi j(n) + iw
I
i j(n)) and the
activation functions are also applied on the real and imaginary part: fC(z) = fR(zR)+ i fR(zI).
However, because this model cannot represent relationships between real and imaginary parts
properly, the complex-valued gradient descent cannot be well represented in the split CVNN,
which results in a poor approximation, especially for phase.
Therefore, a so-called fully complex-valued network (fully CVNN) where all inputs,
outputs, weight matrices and activation functions ( fC(z) = fC(zR + izi)) are in the complex
domain, along with a corresponding training algorithm has been proposed in [5, 92, 159].
According to the architecture, a fully complex-valued backpropagation algorithm [91] is de-
veloped. Another main difference from the split CVNN is that since the new learning algo-
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Table 7.1: Overall summary of different CVNN approaches
System Weights Activation function Learning algorithm
Split CVNN Real Real-valued function Real BP
Split CVNN Complex A pair of real-valued function Split complex BP
Fully CVNN Complex Complex-valued function Fully complex BP
rithm is built on complex-valued gradients, the real-valued activation function is replaced by
a complex-valued one that has the convergence property that is defined almost everywhere in
the complex domain. A previous study shows the practicality of using a fully complex activa-
tion function with a limited number of singularities. [91] further shows that the split BP is a
special case for a fully CVNN. Therefore, based on this literature, our study of the application
of CVNN-based speech synthesis only concentrates on the fully CVNN instead of the split
one. An overall comparison of different CVNN methods is listed in Table 7.1. Although it has
already been applied to wind prediction, image enhancement, and landmine prediction [69],
and has shown its effectiveness, as far as we know, its application to speech synthesis has not
been reported yet.
7.2.2 CVNN architecture
Here we explain CVNN formulations using a one hidden layer network as an example. Deeper
architectures may also be constructed. Let x = [x1, · · · ,xm]> 2Cm and y = [y1, · · · ,yn]> 2Cn
be the m-dimensional input and n-dimensional output complex-valued vectors for the network,
respectively. A projection operation from the input layer to the hidden layer z = [z1, · · · ,zh] 2
Ch using a complex-valued matrix W in 2Ch⇥m can be written as:
z = [z1, · · · ,zh] = fC(W inx) (7.1)
where fC(·) denotes an element-wise complex-valued non-linear activation operation and each
element is transformed using fC(z). Then a linear projection operation from the hidden layer
to the output layer using a complex-valued matrix W out 2Cn⇥h can also be written as:
y =W outz. (7.2)
As it can be seen from these formulations, the CVNN architecture is almost the same as normal
neural network apart from the complex-valued non-linear activation function fC(z), which is
described in the next section.
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7.2.3 Complex-valued activation function
As all the inputs and weights in CVNN are complex-valued, the activation function also has
to be extended into the complex domain. The complex activation function should be “al-
most bounded” and differentiable according to Liouville’s theorem [91] so we can derive the
gradient-based back-propagation algorithm. In the classic approach [100], two real-valued
action functions were used for real and imaginary parts separately as an approximated ac-
tivation function fC!R(z). An example of such function is as follows: fC(z) ⇡ fC!R(z) =p
fR(u)2 + fR(v)2, where fR is a normal-valued activation function such as a sigmoid func-
tion. Later, a set of elementary transcendental functions such as “asinh”, “atan”, “atanh”,
“asin”, “tan”, “tanh”, which have a limited number of singular points, were suggested as pos-
sible choices of activation functions for the fully CVNN [92].
But the performance of the network is greatly affected by those singular points, especially
when variables approximate to them. Recently, the complex version of an exponential function
was proposed as a good activation function for the fully CVNN [175], as its singularities are
located at ±• only, which ensures the activation function is continuous in the input range. The
exponential function can also help to avoid the derivative (1by ) of the logarithmic error during
the back-propagation (Section 7.2.4). Therefore, instead of using a linear function, the “exp”
is employed at the output layer. The complex version of an exponential function can be written
as:
fC(z) = f 0C(z) = eu+i⇤v = eu(cosv+ isinv). (7.3)
7.2.4 Objective functions and back-propagation
The back-propagation algorithm, which calculates the gradient of an objective function EC(y,by)
with respect to all the weights in the CVNN, can also be clearly defined. Hereby= [by1, · · · ,byn]> 2
Cn denotes a target complex-valued vector and by 2 C denotes an element of the vector. The
mean squared error function is often used as a minimisation criterion. For complex-valued
signals, the squared error represents only the magnitude of error explicitly and does not in-
clude the phase error directly. Here, a logarithmic error function [175], which includes both
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, Ay and Aby are magnitudes of y and by,
respectively and jy and jby are phases of y and by, respectively. Moreover constants k1 and k2
















Based on the objective function, the derivative of the objective function with respect to a











By using various chain rules, the update of wlk, that is Dwlk, is given by












where zk is the conjugate of the k-th hidden unit of z. d is the learning rate 1. For the derivation
of the updates of W in, please refer to [91, 175].
7.3 CVNN-based speech synthesis
7.3.1 Parameterisation method I: using RDC / log amplitude
In Chapter 6, 601 linguistic features derived from the question set, phone and state duration
position are applied as DNN input. Since the number of parameters in a CVNN system is
almost doubled, to provide a compact, learned representation, 160 bottleneck features trained
1This learning rate parameter d can be real, imaginary or complex valued
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Figure 7.1: Phase coding from a real value x
0
to a complex value x̃
in a way discussed in [199] are used as input. For real-valued acoustic features, besides logF0
and vuv, the spectrum can either be represented by RDCs extracted from INT parameteri-
sation or log amplitudes using the DIR parameterisation method. In this preliminary work,
only static features from sinusoidal vocoders are used. Input / output features for different
parameterisations are shown in Table 7.2.
In the literature, CVNNs with input and output vectors that are complex-valued have
mainly been investigated. Some researchers have shown the effectiveness of using CVNNs
on real-valued classification problems [6]. In the case of SPSS, linguistic vectors are real-
valued, which leads to a regression problem. In addition to cases where acoustic features are
complex-valued, it is also interesting to apply the CVNN into the traditional real-valued acous-
tic features. This is motivated by the fact that for real-valued classification tasks, a CVNN has
the same performance as a real-valued NN with a larger number of neurons [11]. Note that
speech synthesis is a regression task, which is different from tasks previously reported in these
literatures [5, 11].
To apply CVNNs to real-valued features, it is empirically recommended to project the val-
ues from the real-valued domain to a complex-valued plane [5]. For this we adopt a heuristic
solution called phase encoding [5] using the transformation x̃ = cosx0+ isinx0 = eix
0
,where
x0 2 R is the real-valued linguistic input which has been normalized between {0,1} and x̃2C is
the obtained complex value, which is located on the unit circle. Note that in order to ensure a
one-to-one mapping, x0 is normalized within the circle beforehand. In [123], each real-valued
input is phase encoded between 0 and p/2 for a classification problem. In [6], a multilayer
feedforward architecture encodes real-valued inputs between 0 and 2p and determines the
classes according to the complex-valued output. In our system, Sinh is used as the activation
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Table 7.2: Input and output parameterisations for CVNN systems
ID Input Output
I linguistic (real) RDC / log amplitude (real) vuv LogF0
II linguistic (real) log amplitude with minimum phase (complex) vuv LogF0
III linguistic (real) log amplitude with mixed phase (complex) vuv LogF0
function for the first two layers and to avoid the influence of singularity points, linguistic input
is normalized between 0 and p. By doing this preprocessing, the relational property is also
kept during the transformation (e.g.: x1,x2 2 R; fphase is the phase coding function, after the
transformation ( x̃ = fphase(x), x̃1, x̃2 2C), if x1 < x2, then x̃1 < x̃2 ) [11].
7.3.2 Parameterisation method II / III: log amplitude and minimum /
mixed phase
After the Fourier transform of the speech signal, the spectrum is split into amplitude spectrum
and phase spectrum. Traditionally, only the amplitude spectrum is used for feature extraction,
and the phase spectrum is not believed to play an important role in speech processing. Phase is
assumed inaudible and indicates only position information. The parametric curve of the ampli-
tude can be represented by a spectrum envelope, which is usually described by cepstrum or log
amplitude in Chapter 5. But in recent years, many papers [158] have shown the importance of
phase in intelligibility and overall quality of the speech signal. It can convey information that
is complementary to conventional features. Therefore, to produce the highest possible quality
of synthesised speech, phase spectrum should also be taken into account. However, due to
the intrinsic phase property [132], it is difficult to get an accurate and robust phase envelope
by phase unwrapping. The complex amplitude, on the hand, offers us an alternative way to
incorporate amplitude and phase for statistical modelling, and it contains both amplitude and
phase information, which are deemed as a whole feature for CVNN modelling. Comparison
between the traditional and proposed methods is shown in Figure 7.2.














where K and wck are the number of critical bands and band centre frequencies applied. A
max
k
and qk represent the maximum amplitude and corresponding phase in the kth band. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.2.2, in sinusoidal vocoders, phase qk can be decomposed into three parts:




















Figure 7.2: Comparison of traditional (left) and proposed systems (right) for amplitude and
phase modelling
a minimum phase Yk according to the vocal tract, a linear phase term \H(wk) which accounts
for the window position of the current frame and a residual phase (or disperse phase) fk which
accounts for the excitation:
qk =Yk +\H(wk)+fk (7.11)
Generally, only minimum phase derived from the spectral envelope of the Fourier trans-
form or relevant mathematical rule (function 3.12) is exploited. The disperse phase is ignored
under the assumption that the excitation is a sequence of zero phase pulses while random
phases are used for unvoiced ones [3]. This has put an upper bound to the quality of syn-
thesised speech. Correspondingly, a proper modelling of phase contained in the complex
amplitude amaxk of the sinusoidal vocoder can improve the reconstruction of the excitation and
reduce the buzziness of the generated speech.
So in this preliminary study, complex amplitude is used as complex-valued output. Here,
linear phase should be omitted in the calculation of the amplitude-phase objective function
since analysis window position is unrelated to linguistic input. However, if the phase for
modelling is not accurately estimated, then the error produced during the analysis / synthesis




Figure 7.3: Linear phase in one frame (Blue: original frame; Red: generated frame from
sinusoidal model; Green: generated frame from sinusoidal model after removing linear phase
using centre gravity [173])
period will be propagated to the modelling step, affecting the analysis of the CVNN’s ability to
model complex-valued acoustic features. Therefore, instead of deriving minimum phase from
generated spectral amplitude, log amplitude with minimum phase is also studied as complex
output features (shown in line 2 of Table 7.2).
For the third parameterisation method, complex-valued log amplitude with both minimum






k = qk  \H(wk)
Here \H(wk) is linear phase, which is referred to as the difference between the reference
point where most of its energy concentrates and the centre of the analysis window in a pitch
period as shown in Figure 7.3. There are several methods to eliminate linear phase mismatches
from qk. Setting the pitch mark as the analysis window centre is one common method (shown
in Figure 7.4), but GCI analysis for the whole database is needed beforehand for such pitch
synchronous analysis. Another strategy is to remove the linear phase component regardless of
where the GCI is by using centre gravity [173]. Here, the first strategy is applied to detect GCI
positions using the method proposed by Drugman [45]. The analysis window centre is set up
at each pitch mark, and then the speech is pitch-synchronously analysed using a window with
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Figure 7.4: Pitch-synchronous analysis (linear phase is zero; Blue: original frame; Red: gen-
erated frame from sinusoidal model)
Table 7.3: Configuration for different systems
ID Spectral feature Phase System
INT-En-R RDC Zero CVNN
INT-En-C RDC Encoded CVNN
DIR-Ze-C log amplitude Zero CVNN
DIR-En-C log amplitude Encoded CVNN
DIR-Ze-R log amplitude Zero RVNN
CDIR-Mi-C complex amplitude Minimum CVNN
CDIR-Al-C complex amplitude Mixed CVNN
length equal to twice the pitch period.
7.4 Experiment
7.4.1 System configuration
Speech data [150] from a British male professional speaker is used for training the synthesis
system. The database consists of 2400 utterances for training, 70 for testing, recorded with a
sample rate of 16kHz. The input features consist of 160 bottleneck features [199] as a compact,
learned linguistic representation. For spectral features, 50 regularized discrete cepstra (RDC)
extracted from the amplitudes of the harmonic dynamic model (HDM) [77] or 50 highly cor-
related log amplitude from perceptual dynamic sinusoidal model (PDM) [79] are used as real-
valued spectral output. 50 complex amplitudes with minimum phase or mixed phase (linear
phase is removed) extracted from PDM [78] are applied as complex-valued spectral output.
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Figure 7.5: RMSE evolution for amplitude and phase with and without phase coding (left:
DIR-Ze-C; right: DIR-En-C) during training
Continuous logF0 and a voiced/unvoiced (vuv) binary value together with either type of these
spectral features are used to represent output features (total dimension: 52). Maximum like-
lihood parameter generation [184] and slope information from the dynamic sinusoidal model
are not included in this chapter. Both real-valued inputs and outputs are normalized and then
phase encoded by preprocessing. For complex amplitudes, only amplitude is normalized. For
the CVNN systems, two hidden layers are used with 100 complex neurons per layer. Sinh and
exponential functions are used as hidden and output layer activation functions. The values of
the weighting factors k1, k2 for amplitude and phase are set as 1.5, 1.5. During training, the
batch size is set as 300 with a learning rate of 0.0002. The complex weights are randomly
initialised to a ball with small radius. For comparison, we also develop a RVNN system under
the same configuration except the real-valued weights and input/output are employed. Some
generated samples are available online 2.
7.4.2 Evaluation for speech synthesis
To test the complex-valued neural network on real-valued data, RDC features are first applied
as the spectral representation. Both input and output in system INT-En-C (Table 7.3) are
phase-encoded. The trajectory of the 2-nd RDC for one utterance is shown in Figure 7.7. We
can see that the CVNN system can predict reasonable trajectories (red) compared with the
natural one (blue). Then, we further apply this phase-encoded system on the high correlated
2http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1164800/CVNN.html
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Figure 7.6: Trajectories of predicted and natural lf0, vuv, 2-nd log amplitude (left: DIR-En-C,
right: CDIR-Mi-C; blue: natural, red: generated)













Figure 7.7: Trajectories of predicted and natural 2-nd RDC for INT-En-C (blue: natural; red:
generated)
log amplitude features (system DIR-En-C). The natural and generated trajectories of log f 0,
vuv and 2-nd log amplitude for one utterance is shown in Figure 7.6 (left). We can see the
CVNN can also generate a fair trajectory for those features. All these results indicate us the
capability of CVNN to model both uncorrelated and correlated real-valued features.
To further test the effectiveness of using phase coding, the same system (DIR-Ze-C) with-
out phase coded real-valued input is tested. From Figure 7.5, we can see that if the real-valued
amplitude is processed directly into the CVNN system, although the amplitude error decreases
with training epoch, the phase error increases gradually. On the other hand, after applying the
encoding, both amplitude and phase errors decline and converge after several epochs. There-
fore, we can conclude that phase coding is an essential process for CVNN to model real-valued
features. For the real-valued data, we can also apply the traditional RVNN system to map the
real-valued input to output directly. Therefore, here we also train a RVNN system (DIR-Ze-
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Figure 7.8: RMSE for amplitude(left) and phase (right) for CDIR-Mi-C (blue: training data;
red: testing data)
R) to map the real-valued linguistic input to log amplitude. Table 7.4 shows that while the
same number of neurons, layers and activation function are applied, using a CVNN can also
generate smaller errors than the RVNN system.
Finally, we test the ability of CVNNs to model complex-valued acoustic features (system
CDIR-Mi-C). To avoid the influence of inaccurate disperse phase calculation from the sparse
representation of sinusoids, complex amplitudes with minimum phase extracted from a fixed
number of sinusoids [79] are first used as the spectral representation. For linguistic coeffi-
cients, log f 0 and vuv, phase coding is applied. From Figure 7.8, we can see that the error of
both amplitude and phase decrease with epoch for training and testing data. The generated
trajectories of vuv, log f 0, 2-nd log amplitude are shown in Figure 7.6 (right). Compared with
result trained from DIR-En-C, CDIR-Min-C can also predict similar trajectories for amplitude
information. Meanwhile, we also plot the minimum phase trajectory of the 2-nd complex am-
plitude predicted from CVNN system (red) with the natural one (blue) in Figure 7.10. We can
see that it can also generate a reasonable trajectory for the phase. So we can conclude that
both amplitude and phase can be modelled in the CVNN system. Then we further conduct
similar experiment using complex amplitude with mixed phase as output (system DIR-Al-C).
Its evolutions of RMSE for amplitude and phase are shown in Figure 7.9. We can see that both
errors for training and testing data decrease with epoch. Under the same configuration, the
convergent sequence is slower compared with Figure 7.8. Meanwhile, spectogram for speech
amplitude generated from CDIR-Al-C system is plotted in Figure 7.12. We can see that the
harmonic structure becomes less sharp for the generated signal. Therefore, in future work
targeted on the complex amplitude with mixed phase, system coefficients and structure need
to be refined. We further plot trajectories of the mixed phase for predicted and natural 2-nd
complex amplitude for system CDIR-Al-C. Figure 7.11 proves the capability of using CVNN
to model complex-valued features.
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Figure 7.9: RMSE for amplitude(left) and phase (right) for CDIR-Al-C (blue: training data;
red: testing data)



















Figure 7.10: Trajectories of the minimum phase for predicted and natural 2-nd complex am-
plitude for CDIR-Mi-C (blue: natural; red: generated)
Table 7.4: Objective results for CVNN and RVNN systems
ID log amplitude vuv f0
RMSE (dB) error rate (%) RMSE (Hz)
DIR-Ze-RVNN 5.57 5.20 10.18
DIR-En-CVNN 5.44 3.44 10.17
7.5 Summary
Complex-valued analysis in the frequency domain is a frequently used method for speech
signals, which leads to two parts: amplitude spectrum and phase spectrum. By combining
two parts together, the complex-valued amplitude offers us an alternative method to use si-
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Figure 7.11: Trajectories of the mixed phase for predicted and natural 2-nd complex amplitude






















Figure 7.12: Spectogram for speech amplitude generated from CDIR-Al-C system
nusoidal features for quality improvement. However, most statistical models are designed for
real-valued data. This chapter mainly introduces a complex-valued neural network for SPSS
and investigates methods to model both real and complex-valued acoustic signals using the
proposed system. A fully complex-valued feed-forward network is applied for speech syn-
thesis with complex-valued weights, activation function and learning algorithm. Real-valued
data is phase encoded beforehand for CVNN processing. Log amplitudes with minimum and
mixed phase extracted from PDM are applied as complex-valued output. Our results show the
potential of using CVNN for modelling both real and complex-valued acoustic features. By
encoding real-valued into complex, CVNN has also shown more power than RVNN.
When interpreting the experiment, however, it is necessary to bear in mind certain caveats.
Objective results show that for real-valued log amplitudes, CVNNs outperform the traditional
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RVNN, but the weights contained in the former system are complex numbers, whose dimen-
sionality is almost doubled compared to the one used in the RVNN. So, in our future work, it
is worth comparing and investigating the performance of CVNNs and RVNNs under the same
number of parameters, instead of under the same layer and nodes number.
In experiments conducted in [158], it was demonstrated that phase is more perceptually
sensitive when it is disregarded or substituted by different approximations. However, its effect
on the overall quality evaluation is not significant in our samples. One potential explanation
is that in this preliminary work on CVNN-based SPSS, only two hidden layer neurons with
100 nodes each are utilised in our current system, and the number of neurons is not sufficient
to cause a heavy phase modification. Therefore, the listening tests are explicitly not included
in this chapter. The current system does not have a strong and robust convergence yet, so our
future will focus on applying more neurons and layers for the speech data. The initialisation
of weights and learning rate setting affects the convergence of the system a lot, and a robust
fine-tune method should be taken into account in the future study as well.

Chapter 8
Summary and future work
“Life is the art of drawing sufficient conclusions from insufficient premises”
Samuel Butler (1835-1902)
8.1 Summary
Historically, speech analysis and synthesis has been mainly based on signal processing and
rule based techniques (e.g. format synthesis, concatenative synthesis). The prominence of sta-
tistical parametric speech synthesis has grown rapidly in recent years, driven by its recognised
advantages of convenient statistical modelling and flexibility. However, the naturalness of the
synthesised speech from SPSS is still not as good as that of concatenative speech synthesis.
Statistical parametric speech synthesis combines both a vocoder and an acoustic model, so
the accuracy of each can greatly influence the degradation of the naturalness. Many vocoders
have been proposed for speech analysis, compression and transformation. But methods to
parameterise the corresponding features for statistical modelling have not been extensively
studied. Although the new statistical modelling puts fewer constrictions on the feature ex-
traction pipelines, the traditional parameterisation and vocoding methods are still utilized in
SPSS, and this has put an upper bound on the reconstructed voice quality. As a result, in this
thesis, we attempt to improve the quality of SPSS from both of these two factors. Our main
conclusions are:
• In Chapter 3, within a broad range of vocoders, both preference tests and objective
results show that vocoders based on sinusoidal synthesis approach are promising for
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generating high quality speech. Also, our vocoder preference stability result further
shows that sinusoidal vocoder are more stable for generating high quality speech when
the enviromental condition changes.
• In Chapter 4, we propose a vocoder referred to as PDM, which has fixed- and low-
dimensional parameters. Our result shows that under the constriction of using an equal
number of parameters, PDM can still generate high quality speech compared with state-
of-the-art models of speech. Another two versions of PDM (PDM_dy_ac, PDM_dy)
with real-valued amplitude can generate speech quality comparable to the original ver-
sion with complex-valued features.
• In Chapter 5, two parameterisation approaches are presented: direct sinusoidal feature
modelling or using intermediate parameters. Our results show that HDM with inter-
mediate parameters can generate comparable quality to STRAIGHT, while PDM direct
modelling seems promising in terms of producing good speech quality without resorting
to intermediate parameters such as cepstra.
• In Chapter 6, DNNs are used as an alternative acoustic model to better model sinusoidal
features. The proposed fusion method and multi-task learning can improve the quality
of speech. We conclude from our results that sinusoidal models are indeed highly suited
for statistical parametric synthesis in conjunction with DNNs. As an intermediate pa-
rameterisation method, it outperforms the state-of-the-art STRAIGHT-based equivalent.
• In Chapter 7, we address an alternative model referred to as the complex-valued neural
network for SPSS. Sinusoidal amplitude and phase are combined together and treated
as a whole for modelling. We introduce methods to model both real and complex-
valued acoustic features based on CVNN for speech synthesis. Our results show the
potential of using CVNN for modelling both real and complex-valued acoustic features.
By encoding real-valued into complex, CVNN has also shown more power than RVNN.
8.2 Future research directions
This thesis mainly focuses on improving speech quality from both vocoder and modelling
aspects. Besides approaches summarised in each chapter, there are a number of directions of
future work which can be included seamlessly to continue to increase the overall SPSS quality.
• For sinusoidal vocoder:
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– The experimental comparison of multiple vocoders has shown that using a sinu-
soidal vocoder is an effective way to improve sound quality. But the characteristics
of sinusoidal features restrict their application for SPSS. PDM is proposed to fix
and decrease the dimensionality while keeping the quality high. The original ver-
sion of PDM has a dimensionality of 30, which is equal to the number of critical
band plus additional band boundaries. The number is extended to 50 in our further
experiment for SPSS. However, the vocoder is designed under the assumption of
under 16kHz sampling frequency. With an increase in sampling rate (e.g. 48kHz
or 96kHz), the sparsity of sinusoids at the higher frequencies will become more
serious. To compensate for the speech distortion caused, more sinusoidal points
need to be modelled, which unavoidably increases the parameter dimensionality
again. Furthermore, with any increase of the pitch value, it is more difficult to de-
rive an accurate frequency envelope due to the decreased number of harmonics in
the whole band. So, achieving high quality and naturalness in SPSS with female or
children’s voice becomes difficult. Therefore, in future work, PDM with sinusoids
based on different perceptual rules needs to be further studied, and listening tests
with higher sampling rates and pitch values are necessary.
– In [2], cepstra and aperiodicity extracted from STRAIGHT are modelled and gen-
erated from HMM or DNN, while the sinusoidal vocoder (Vocaine) is applied
during synthesis stage to improve quality and reduce computation time. We can
utilise similar ideas to extract features which contain more information about the
acoustic signal at the analysis stage and then use the transformed features for syn-
thesis with sinusoidal vocoders. Specifically, we can also apply different type of
vocoders to extract corresponding features during analysis time. Multi-task learn-
ing introduced in Chapter 6 can be used for learning and generating coefficients.
Considering the suitability of HDM or PDM for synthesis, the speech signal can
be reconstructed using the sinusoidal vocoder with features transformed from other
vocoders.
• For real-valued neural networks:
– In Chapter 6, sinusoidal models are highly suited for SPSS preferably when they
are used in conjunction with DNNs. Dynamic features are still included for gen-
erating parameters for MLPG. In [197], a new training criterion which minimises
the trajectory error on the utterance level rather than frame level is proposed to
capture the long dependence between frames, and it shows improvement on the
overall quality. However, the LSTM-RNN can include temporal features in its
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model architecture, which makes the trajectory modelling easily, and it can gener-
ate comparable quality to the one which does not use dynamic features. Therefore,
a work to do next is to apply LSTM-RNN for sinusoidal features. As the dynamic
slope bk can offer correlation between frames in the vocoder itself, it would be
interesting to investigate how to combine the frame dependence caused by both
acoustic model and vocoder together.
– Second, in Section 6.4, although features like cepstra and log amplitude are jointly
trained to refine the acoustic model, the objective function of each feature is up-
dated separately. In [188], DNNs are trained to predict required parameters for
speech reconstruction while the cost function is calculated in another domain for
improving model accuracy. For DSM, INT and DIR both can extract spectral rel-
evant coefficients, which are complementary to each other. So one direction for
future work is to try to derive a variety of perceptually oriented features for the
objective cost function. During parameter generation, the desired acoustic features
can be transformed back to reconstruct the speech signal.
– Finally, in ASR, raw waveform together with Mel cepstra are learned directly to
improve WER [155]. A similar idea is proposed by [181] to directly minimise the
prediction error in the waveform domain. For sinusoidal vocoders, the waveform
can be considered as a multiplication of complex amplitudes and a matrix which
conveys frequency and phase information. Therefore, it is even more straightfor-
ward to apply this matrix as an additional layer to minimise the objective function
on waveform domain. It is worth considering this study in combination with either
minimum or mixed phase.
• For complex-valued neural network:
– One of the most important merits of using the CVNN architecture is its suitability
to process amplitude and phase coherently, and the architecture selection is crucial
to achieve better generalisation and quick convergence. Current system is based
upon the full CVNN and its learning algorithm highly relies on the minimisation
error function. Although the current performance index is computed in the com-
plex plane (function 7.4), its extended equation (Function 7.6) still includes the
computation of phase error, where the phase unwrapping cannot be avoided. In
[3], the circular random variable ( f (q) = f (q +2p)), disperse phase, is modelled
by a wrapped Gaussian distribution for quantisation. The corresponding statis-
tics are referred to as circular statistics [114]. The defined distortion measure is
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suitable for circular space without the periodic 2p influence. So, an alternative
approach is to find a better objective function for the phase error calculation.
– Second, for parameters modelled by CVNN itself, complex amplitudes with mixed
phase are tested in our previous experiment. However, other phase representations
are shown to be good in the application of speech recognition and synthesis, like
RPS etc. [38, 157]. As the instantaneous phase of every harmonic is equally
affected by the linear phase [157], RPS only depends on the initial phase shift be-
tween the components. So regardless of the linear phase, it may offer an alternative
phase representation to the one contained in complex amplitudes. Moreover, [201]
has proposed to use an auto-encoder to extract high dimensional spectral features
for modelling. It encourages us to apply CVNN not only for complex amplitudes,
but also complex spectral features. This future work on complex spectra can also
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